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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental problems of the theory of dynamical systems
concerns the existence and uniqueness of a global flow [Ut] generated by
a vector field A. It is often desirable to have a measure + which is invariant
or quasi-invariant under [Ut]. A standard result says that if A is uniformly
Lipschitzian on Rn or on a Banach space, then there is a unique flow [Ut]
generated by A. In addition, in the finite-dimensional case the Lebesgue
measure is quasi-invariant under [Ut] (hence this is true for every measure
with strictly positive density). However, in many applications, e.g., in fluid
mechanics, statistical physics, and stochastic analysis (especially in infinite
dimensions), one has to deal with vector fields which are not even locally
Lipschitzian but still have certain regularity properties such as belonging to
some Sobolev class. This kind of regularity does not always imply con-
tinuity, so the very existence of solutions is not granted in advance. Recent
infinite-dimensional analysis research, in particular that in infinite-dimen-
sional manifolds, gives rise to questions of the same sort (see, e.g., [22, 23,
27, 29, 32]).
Even if we deal with uniformly bounded continuous fields on Rn it may
happen that such a weak regularity is not enough, e.g., for uniqueness.
An obvious example is n=1, A(x)=0 on (&, 0], A(x)=min(x:, 1) on
[0, ), with : # (0, 1). Then A is in W p, 1loc (R
1) for p<1(1&:), but the corres-
ponding equation has many solutions. It is shown in [26] that for each
p>1 there is a field A # Cb(R2) & W p, 1loc (R
2) generating infinitely many
flows (that is, solutions with the group property) under which Lebesgue
measure is quasi-invariant. It also worth mentioning that in infinite dimen-
sions the continuity of A does not imply even local solvability (see, e.g.,
[8, Section 2]).
Before proceeding further let us state with some precision what we mean
by a solution to our dynamical systems:
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Definition 1.1. If X is a topological vector space equipped with a
positive Radon measure + on its Borel sigma field and a measurable vector
field A : X  X, a mapping (t, x) # R_X  U At (x) # X is said to be a solu-
tion of the equation
Ut(x)=x+|
t
0
A(Us(x)) ds (1.1)
if
(a) for +-almost every x, (1.1) holds with U=UA for all t # R (its
right-hand side being implicity well defined), and
(b) for every t # R, + b (U At )
&1 is absolutely continuous with respect
to +. The RadonNikodym derivative d(+ b (U At )
&1)d+ will always be
denoted by rt .
Moreover, U=UA is a flow solution if, in addition, +-a.e.,
Ut+s=Ut b Us \s, t # R. (1.2)
The quasi-invariance (requirement b above) is essential when dealing
with Lebesgue classes of vector fields, where we want solutions to be
independent of the particular representative in the equivalence class:
Proposition 1.2. If A(x)=B(x), +-a.e., then UB also solves (1.1).
Proof. By the quasi-invariance +[x : A(U Bs (x)){B(U
B
s (x))]=0 for all
s # R. By Fubini’s theorem, thus, the set 0x=[s : A(U Bs (x)){B(U
B
s (x))]/
R has zero Lebesgue measure for +-almost every x so that
U Bt (x)=x+|
t
0
B(U Bs (x)) ds=x+|
t
0
A(U Bs (x)) ds
for all t # R, +-a.e. K
A detailed investigation of the described problem was undertaken in
[1721, 26, 35, 15, 36, 10]. The results obtained by A.-B. Cruzeiro in
[1719] for the Wiener measure have found interesting applications in
stochastic analysis (see [32]) and have considerably influenced subsequent
research in this direction, in particular our own. It was shown in [17] that
if + is a measure on Rn with a positive density * # C1 and a vector field
A # C3 is such that &A& and |$+A| (where $+A=div A+(A, {**) is the
divergence of A with respect to +) are exponentially integrable, then +-a.e.
there exists a flow [Ut] under which + is quasi-invariant. In addition,
an explicit expression for the RadonNikodym derivative d(+ b U &1t )d+
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was derived. The same is true for A # C4 & L4(+), &{A& # L3(+), and
$+ A # L(+) or, for Gaussian +, if A # W 2 (+, R
n) and exp(&{A&) and
exp( |$+A| ) are in all L p(+). This result was extended in [18] to the infinite-
dimensional case where + is the Wiener measure on the classical Wiener
space (it could just as well have been any abstract Wiener space) and A is
a field taking values in the CameronMartin space H of +, belonging to the
Sobolev class W 2 (+, H) over + and satisfying the exponential integrability
condition exp[ |$+ A|+&A&+&{A&HS] # L p(+) for all p, where &{A&HS
stands for the HilbertSchmidt norm (in fact, all the proofs in [18] go
through equally well with the operator norm &{A&L(H)). These conditions
have been relaxed in [35], where the HilbertSchmidt norm of {A has
been replaced by the usual operator norm, and then in [10, 36], where
only one-fold differentiability of A was required. In addition, Peters [35,
36] initiated the study of a more general situation where vector fields need
not take values in the CameronMartin space H (see Section 6). An example
constructed in [17] in the case where + is the standard Gaussian measure
on R2 shows that even if A # C  and $+A=0 it may happen that there is
no global flow (see also Example 7.1 below).
In infinite dimensions there exists an exact analogue of the notion of a
measure with a smooth density: this is a measure differentiable in Fomin’s
sense (see [13, 25] for references). As opposed to the finite-dimensional
situation, however, the study of such measures cannot be reduced to that
of Gaussian measures in the sense that, as shown in [6] (see also [13]),
there exist smooth measures on infinite-dimensional spaces mutually singular
with respect to all Gaussian measures. Moreover, and from the technical point
of view, a fact which significantly simplifies calculations in the Gaussian
casein contrast with the general case considered hereis that the
gradient commutes with finite-dimensional conditioning. For both these
reasons, Cruzeiro’s theorem does not extend in a simple manner beyond
the Gaussian case.
One of the motivations for the study of this class of measures is that, as
shown in [11, Theorem 4.1], it covers important applications such as all
the symmetric invariant probability measures of infinite-dimensional diffu-
sions generated by stochastic differential equations d!t=dWt+B(!t) dt
(see also [1] for a related discussion of Dirichlet operators) as well as
Gibbs distributions arising in typical models (see, e.g., [2]). It should be
noted that, in non-trivial examples, measures of both these types are essen-
tially non-Gaussian.
Unlike [1821, 35, 36], the paper [26] deals with the finite-dimensional
case and with Lebesgue measure * (instead of +). The local regularity
condition there is weaker than in the papers cited above: A # W 1, 1loc (R
n, Rn),
but it is assumed that A # L p(Rn, Rn), and the exponential integrability of
&{A& and $+A is replaced by the condition div A # L(Rn). Under these
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conditions the existence of a flow [Ut] with * b U &1t <<* is established.
Moreover, the corresponding RadonNikodym densities are uniformly
bounded and locally uniformly positive.
These investigations show the natural role played by the exponential-type
conditions on $+A. The aim of our work is to show that similar ‘‘exponential
integrabilities’’ are indeed the conditions (rather close to optimal) under
which it is possible to guarantee the existence of absolutely continuous
flows both in finite and infinite dimensions for broad classes of measures
important for applications. In addition, we derive some estimates of the
solutions which are of independent interest on their own. As a byproduct
result we obtain explicit expressions for the corresponding RadonNikodym
derivatives in the spirit of [5].
To simplify our exposition, in infinite dimensions we impose such
conditions on the measure + and the field A which in finite dimensions
imply the existence of a strictly positive continuous density and the exist-
ence of solutions for all starting points. Weaker conditions under which
+-a.e. defined flows arise in finite dimensions will be investigated in a
forthcoming paper (see, however, Theorem 2.16).
Our results in finite dimensions, to be dealt with in Section 2, can be
summarized as follows:
Theorem A. Let + be a measure on Rn possessing a density * # W 1, 1loc (R
n)
which is locally uniformly positive, and let A # W 1, 1loc (R
n, Rn) be a vector field
such that either e&{A& # p>1 L p(+) or e&{A& # p>1 L ploc(+) but &A& #
L1+=(Rn) for some =>0, and such that e |$+ A| # p>1 L p(+), where $+A=
div A+(A, {**). Then Eq. (1.1) possesses a flow solution.
In Section 3 the necessary Sobolev structure in infinite dimensions is
established. We consider a measure + on a locally convex space X such that
there is a separable Hilbert space H continuously embedded into X. This
gives rise to the embedding j : X*  H. The measure + is assumed to be
Fomin differentiable along all vectors in j(X*) such that the corresponding
logarithmic derivatives have all exponential moments. Then one can define
the Sobolev-type classes Gp, 1(H, +, H) of H-valued vector fields on X
differentiable along H, as well as the divergence $+A with respect to + of
a vector field A. Here our main result, considered in Sections 4 and 5, is
Theorem B. Let A # G:, 1(H, +, H) for some :>1. Assume that e&{A& #
p>1 L p(+) and that e |$+A| # p>1 L p(+) in a somewhat strengthened form
(A3) (or A3$)) specified below. Then the assertion of Theorem A holds true
in X.
(In the Gaussian case this ‘‘strengthened form’’ reduces to usual
integrability.)
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Motivated by constructions developed in [22, 23, 27], we introduce a
new concept of weak solutions for equations with perturbations not
necessarily in the CameronMartin space (or its analogues) and consider
a class of vector fields which in the case of a Gaussian measure # can be
written (formally) as A(x)=L(x) x, where L( } ) is a map with values in the
space of antisymmetric operators on the CameronMartin space H (thus,
the very existence of such a field needs studying). A concrete example in the
case of the classical Wiener space C([0, 1], Rd) is A(w)(t)=t0 C(w(s)) dw(s),
where C( } ) takes values in antisymmetric operators on Rd. If L(x)#L # L(H),
then we get the linear equation x$(t)=Lx(t), which, however, has to be
made sense of. In fact, we study an even more general linear case, where
L is the generator of an arbitrary strongly continuous semigroup [Tt]
on H. For our concept of a solution, an existence result is obtained by
applying a recent result from [12]. Our approach also gives simple
necessary and sufficient conditions for the quasi-invariance of # along
the corresponding flow. We extend a result from [35, 36] and prove the
solvability of the equation x$(t)=A(x(t))+Lx(t), x(0)=x, where L is the
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup [Qt] of orthogonal operators
on H (extended to a measurable linear map according to [12]). Finally, we
discuss a more general case where C( } ) need not be constant. The corre-
sponding flows are analogous to the ‘‘rotations’’ introduced in [42, 43].
Thus, in comparison with the results in [1721, 35, 36, 15], in both
finite and infinite dimensions, our theorems cover much broader classes of
measures (in particular, no moment conditions on measures are imposed
which allows us to deal with general locally convex spaces and manifolds),
only one-fold weak differentiability of A is required, and the integrability
conditions are weakened. In the Gaussian case these theorems give the
results obtained by Peters [36], but our conditions are slightly less restric-
tive. Another novelty is the new concept mentioned above of a weak
solution introduced for dealing with non-CameronMartin space valued
vector fields. It should be mentioned that our results are formulated intrin-
sically, in terms of the space H which plays the role of a ‘‘tangent space.’’
It is also worth noting that assuming the weakest possible assumptions in
finite dimensions is not only interesting in itself, but is also useful for the study
of those infinite-dimensional measures which fail to be differentiable but pos-
sess differentiable conditional measures on finite-dimensional subspaces.
The problems described above are closely connected to the classical
Malliavin calculus, nonlinear transformations of random processes [16, 28, 37,
41, 45] and conditional expectations preserving smoothness [31, 33, 34, 40].
Finally, Section 7 contains some examples, remarks, and extensions
related to the results described above.
We have benefited a lot from interesting discussions with P. Malliavin,
M. Ro ckner, A. S. Ustunel, M. Zakai, and O. Zeitouni.
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2. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
2.1. Notation, Terminology, and Auxiliary Results
Throughout this section |0| will denote the Lebsegue measure of a
measurable set 0/Rn. The corresponding classes of integrable functions
are denoted by L p(0) without indicating the measure explicitly. The space
of continuous functions k times differentiable in 0 (with compact support)
is denoted by Ck(0) (respectively, C k0(0)); as usual, when k=0 it is omit-
ted in the notation.
The space of operators on Rn is equipped with the operator norm. If F
is a measurable vector- or operator-valued map on (Rn, +), we use the
same notation &F&Lp(+) (or &F&p if there is no ambiguity) as for scalar func-
tions to denote the L p-norm of F ’s norm in the corresponding target space.
Let W p, r(0) be the Sobolev class of all functions on a domain 0/Rn
which, together with its generalized partial derivatives up to order r, belong
to L p(0). This class is equipped with its natural Banach norm which is the
sum of &{kf &Lp , k=0, ..., r. In a natural way one defines analogous Sobolev
classes W p, r(0, Rm) of Rm-valued mappings. The notation W p, rloc (R
n, Rm) is
used for the mappings whose restrictions belong to W p, r(D, Rm), for every
open ball D in Rn.
For a measure + with density p # W 1, 1loc (R
n) on Rn we define its
logarithmic gradient (vector logarithmic derivative) ; by
;(x)=
{p(x)
p(x)
,
where the ratio above is by definition zero on the set [x : p(x)=0].
Clearly, &;& # L1loc(+). For every h one has hp(x)p(x)=(;(x), h).
Let + be a measure on Rn and let A : Rn  Rn be a +-measurable map
such that &A& # L1loc(+). We say that the vector field A has a divergence
$+ A with respect to + if $+A is a function in L1loc(+) such that for all
. # C 0 (R
n) one has
|
R n
({.(x), A(x)) +(dx)=&|
R n
.(x) $+A(x) +(dx). (2.1)
Note that if + has a density * # W 1, 1loc (R
n) and A # W 1, 1loc (R
n, Rn) is such
that *&{A&+&A&&{*& # L1loc(R
n), then $+A exists and
$+ A(x)=div A(x)+\A(x), {*; (x)+ , (2.2)
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as one can check by the integration by parts formula. (Actually, the
standard divergence operator div which appears in (2.2) is the divergence
with respect to the Lebesgue measure.)
The concept of the divergence of a vector field with respect to a given
measure in infinite-dimensional spaces will be considered in Section 3.3.
Lemma 2.1. Let f be an integrable function on [0, t], where t0. Then
e
t
0 f (s) ds1+|
t
0
e(t 6 1) f (s) ds. (2.3)
Proof. By Jensen’s inequality exp(t&1 t0 tf (s) ds)t
&1 t0 e
tf (s) ds. If t1
this yields (2.3) immediately. If t<1 we apply the estimate above on the inter-
val [0, 1] to the function g defined to be f on [0, t] and zero on (t, 1]. Since
e g(s)=1 on (t, 1] we again obtain (2.3). K
Lemma 2.2. Let & be a finite nonnegative measure on a space 0 and let
[Ut] |t|T be a family of measurable transformations of 0 such that & b U &1t
=rt&, where rt(x)=exp[ t0 f (U&s(x)) ds] with exp( | f | ) # L
p(&) for all
p # (0, ). Then if (denote throughout & }&:=& }&L:(&))
|
T
&T
&rt&1+= dt< (2.4)
holds for some =>0 it also holds for every =>0. Furthermore, for every p>1
and t # [&T, T],
&rt &p(2+2&(0)) eC( p, T ) |t|, (2.5)
where C( p, T )=(0 e
qp(T 6 1)| f (x)|&(dx))1q and (1p)+(1q)=1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, for any t # [0, T] we get
rt(x) p1+|
t
0
exp[ p(t 6 1) f (U&s(x))] ds,
whence by Ho lder’s inequality with k defined by (1k)+(1(1+=))=1 we
obtain
|
0
rt(x) p &(dx)&(0)+|
0
|
t
0
exp[ p(t 6 1) f (U&s(x))] ds &(dx)
=&(0)+|
t
0
|
0
exp[ p(t 6 1) f (x)] r&s(x) &(dx) ds
&(0)+&exp[ p(t 6 1) f ]&k |
t
0
&r&s&1+= ds.
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Similarly, for negative t, one has
|
0
rt(x) p &(dx)&(0)+&exp[ p( |t| 6 1) f ]&k |
|t|
0
&r&s&1+= ds.
Thus, &rt &p is uniformly bounded on [&T, T] and (2.4) indeed holds for
every =>0.
Let It denote the interval [0, |t|]. Then the estimate above holds with
1+== p (and k=q) so that we get for all |t|T
|
0
rt(x) p &(dx)&(0)+&exp[ p(T 6 1) f ]&q |
It
&r&s&p ds.
Since a1+a p for a0, it follows that &rt &p1+&(0)+C( p, T )_
It &r&s&p ds. Letting (t)=&rt&p+&r&t&p we get (t)2+2&(0)+
C( p, T )  t0 (s) ds, which implies the desired estimate by Gronwall’s
inequality. K
The following lemma is an obvious modification of a standard result
from the theory of linear differential equations (see [7] for references). For
the reader’s convenience we include a proof.
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a separable Banach space, and Ln , n # N,
mappings from [0, T] to the space L(X) of bounded operators on X such
that the maps t [ Ln(t) x are measurable for all x # X0 , where X0 is a dense
subset of X. Assume that for almost all t one has Ln(t) x  L(t) x, \x # X0
and that the sequence of functions n : t [ &Ln(t)&L(X) is uniformly integrable
on [0, T] (e.g., supn &n&L2<). Then for every x the equation x(t)=x+
t0 L(s) x(s) ds is uniquely solvable on [0, T] and supt # [0, T] &x(t)&xn(t)&
 0, where xn(t) are the (unique) solutions of the equations xn(t)=x+
t0 Ln(s) xn(s) ds.
Proof. By virtue of the uniform integrability, supn T0 n(t) dtC<.
Clearly, &L(t)&L(X) is majorized by lim inf &Ln(t)&L(X) for almost all t. Note
that the function : t [ &L(t)&L(X) is automatically measurable, since so are
the functions t [ &L(t) x&, x # X0 , and X is separable. By Fatou’s lemma,
T0 (t) dtC. As is well-known (and follows easily from the classical fixed
point theorem), for each x # X there exist unique solutions x(t) and xn(t)
of the linear equations mentioned in the formulation above. Then
&x(t)&xn(t)&|
t
0
&Ln(s)&L(X) &x(s)&xn(s)& ds+|
t
0
&(L(s)&Ln(s)) x(s)& ds.
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By Gronwall’s inequality, &x(t)&&x& exp( t0 &L(s)&L(X) ds)&x& e
C and
&x(t)&xn(t)&eC |
T
0
&(L(s)&Ln(s)) x(s)& ds  0,
since &(L(s)&Ln(s)) x(s)&  0 for almost all s and
&(L(s)&Ln(s)) x(s)&eC &x& (&L(s)&L(X )+&Ln(s)&L(X )),
which is uniformly integrable on [0, T]. K
Note that the above result may fail if only supn &&L1< is assumed.
2.2. Global Flows
This section contains our main results on global flows in finite-dimen-
sional spaces. As has been noted in the Introduction, for a Sobolev class
vector field A on Rn with a smooth (say, Gaussian) measure + it can
happen that
(i) A # C, &A& and &{A& are in L1&=(+), and $+ A=0, but the
solution is explosive for every starting point (see Example 7.1);
(ii) A # Cb(Rn, Rn) & W p, 1(Rn, Rn) with p arbitrary large, but there
are many flow solutions which preserve measure equivalence;
(iii) A # Cb(Rn, Rn) & W p, 1(Rn, Rn), but there is a global solution
which is neither a flow nor preserves measure equivalence (this can be
constructed by means of a non-uniqueness example).
Therefore, one needs extra conditions to ensure the existence of global
flows preserving measure equivalence. It can be shown that for smooth
fields the corresponding global solutions are automatically flows which
preserve measure equivalence. Standard results on the existence of global
solutions typically involve certain estimates of Lipschitz or Lyapunov type
and turn out to be too restrictive in many applications (especially for non-
Lipschitzian fields). An alternative approach which we pursue here is to
control the growth of solutions by means of some strong integrability
conditions on the fields.
Lemma 2.4. Let B : Rn  Rn be a vector field of the class C 0 (R
n, Rn)
and let V : R1_Rn  Rn, (t, x) [ Vt(x), be the corresponding flow. Then the
maps Vt are diffeomorphisms, and the image of Lebesgue measure under Vt
has the RadonNikodym density
*t(x)=exp {&|
t
0
div B(V&s(x)) ds= .
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In addition, for every ball D that contains supp(B) and every p>1 one has
&*t&p :=&*t &Lp(D)MD eC( p, t)|t|, (2.6)
with MD=2(1+|D| ) and C( p, t) :=&exp[ p( |t| 6 1) div B]&Lq(D) , where
1q+1p=1. Finally,
&{Vt&L p(D)2MD &exp[( |t| 6 1) &{B&]&L2p(D) e(C(2, t)+1) |t|p,
" t Vt"L p(D) MD &B& pL2p(D; R n) eC(2, t) |t|.
Proof. It is well-known that the global flow [Vt] exists and that the
mappings Vt are diffeomorphisms of Rn. Clearly, Vt(x)=x for all t and all
x  D, where D is any ball containing supp(B). The image of the Lebesgue
measure under Vt admits a density *t which is continuous in both variables
(since Vt(x) is continuously differentiable in both arguments). For any
. # C 0 (R
n) we have

t
. b Vt=

{
. b Vt b V{ } {=0=({(. b Vt), B). (2.7)
Hence
| .(x) *t(x) dx=| .(x) dx+| |
t
0
({(. b Vs)(x), B(x)) ds dx
=| .(x) dx+|
t
0
| ({(. b Vs)(x), B(x)) dx ds
=| .(x) dx&|
t
0
| div B(x) .(Vs(x)) dx ds
=| .(x) dx&|
t
0
| div B(V&s( y)) .( y) *s( y) dy ds.
Since . was arbitrary, we conclude that for all t and x one has
*t(x)=1&|
t
0
div B(V&s(x)) *s(x) ds,
and we arrive at the desired expression. Estimate (2.6) follows from
Lemma 2.2. The map ’t(x)={Vt(x) satisfies the equation
’t(x)=I+|
t
0
{B(Vs(x)) ’s(x) ds.
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Therefore, &’t(x)&1+ t0 &{B(Vs(x))& &’s(x)& ds, for t0, and by
Gronwall’s inequality &’t(x)&exp[t0 &{B(Vs(x))& ds]. Hence, by
Lemma 2.1,
|
D
&’t(x)& p dx|
D {1+|
t
0
e p(t 6 1) &{B(Vs (x))& ds= dx
=|D|+|
t
0
|
D
ep(t 6 1) &{B(x)&*s(x) dx ds
|D|+\|D e2p(t 6 1) &{B(x)& dx+
12
|
t
0
&*s&2 ds
|D|+MD \|D e2p(t 6 1) &{B(x)& dx+
12
e(C(2, t)+1) t.
The case where t<0 is analogous. Similarly,
|
D "

t
Vt(x)"
p
dx=|
D
&B(Vt(x))& p dx=|
D
&B(x)& p *t(x) dx
&B& p2p &*t &2MD &B&
p
2p exp(C(2, t) t). K
Applying Eq. (2.2) one obtains the appropriately modified results when the
Lebesgue measure is replaced by a probability measure.
Corollary 2.5. Let B be as in Lemma 2.4 and let + be a probability
measure with density * # W 1, 1loc (R
n) on Rn such that exp(c(B, ;)) # L1loc(+) for
all c. Then for every t the measure + b V &1t is absolutely continuous with
respect to +, and its RadonNikodym density is given by
rt(x)=exp {&|
t
0
$+B(V&s(x)) ds= .
In addition, if 4( p, t)=&exp[( |t| 6 1) p |$+B|]&Lq(+) , 1p+1q=1, the
following estimates hold:
&rt &L p(+)4e4( p, t) |t|, (2.8)
&{Vt &L p(+)4 &e ( |t| 61) &{B&&L2p(+) e(4(2, t)+1) |t|p,
" t Vt"L p(+) 4 &B& pL2p (+; R n) e4(2, t) |t|. (2.9)
Proof. Since B has compact support, the functions exp(&{B&) and
exp( |$+B| ) equal 1 outside the support of B; hence, by the local exponen-
tial integrability assumption, these functions belong to all L p(+). Clearly,
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one has $+ B(V&s(x))=0 for all s # [0, t] and all x with a sufficiently big
norm. The expression for rt(x) can be obtained in exactly the same way as
the formula for *t(x) above. Indeed, by integrating (2.7) in t and x with
respect to +, we get
| . b Vt(x) +(dx)=| .(x) +(dx)&|
t
0
| $+B(x) . b Vs(x) +(dx) ds.
Denote by ft the density of + b V &1t with respect to the Lebesgue measure
(which exists by Lemma 2.4). Since . was arbitrary, the aforegoing identity
is equivalent to the following one: for every t,
ft(x)=*(x)&|
t
0
$+ B(V&s(x)) fs(x) ds a.e. (2.10)
The left-hand side of (2.10) is absolutely continuous in t for every x for
which it is well-defined. This provides a modification of ft such that, for a.e.
x, the function t [ ft(x) satisfies (2.10) for all t. Hence, ft(x)=*(x)_
exp(& t0 $+B(V&s(x)) ds) for all t and almost all x. This yields the exist-
ence of rt and the desired representation. Finally, the same arguments as
those above based on Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and Gronwall’s inequality
lead to the estimates (2.8) and (2.9). K
We say that a measurable function f on Rn is locally uniformly positive
if essinfD f>0 for every bounded set D.
Theorem 2.6. Let + be a probability measure on Rn with a locally
uniformly positive density * # W 1, 1loc (R
n) and let A # W 1, 1loc (R
n, Rn) be such
that for each positive *,
| exp(* |$+A(x)| ) +(dx)<, (2.11)
| exp(* &{A(x)&) +(dx)<. (2.12)
Then (1.1) has a flow solution Ut(x), jointly continuous in both its arguments
Moreover,
(i) For each t # R and p>1, the flow’s RadonNikodym derivative
satisfies
&rt &L p(+)4e4( p, t) |t|, (2.13)
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where 4( p, t)=( e( |t| 61) pq |$+A(x)|+(dx))1q, 1p+1q=1;
(ii) Ut # W p, 1loc (R
n, Rn) for each t # R and p1, and
&{Ut &Lp(+)4 \|R n e2( |t| 6 1) p&{A(x)&+(dx)+
12p
e(4(2, t)+1) |t|p ; (2.14)
(iii) rt(x)=exp {&|
t
0
$+A(U&s (x)) ds= \t # R. (2.15)
Remark 2.7. In view of (2.12) and Proposition 1.2 we may and shall
assume that A is continuous. In this case (1.1) and (1.2) will hold for every
t and x.
Proof. The proof is in three steps.
Step 1. Assume first that A is uniformly bounded, i.e. &A(x)&L for
all x. Then Eq. (1.1) is solvable for every x on the whole line. In order to
get a solution with the claimed properties let us choose a sequence
Aj # C b (R
n, Rn) such that Aj  A in every W p, 1loc (R
n, Rn), p>1, and for
every ball D
&Aj (x)&&A(x)&L, &{Aj&Lp(D)&{A&Lp(D) .
A possible choice of such a sequence is Aj=A V .j , where .j (x)= jn.( jx),
. # C 0 (R
n) is a probability density (see [46, Theorem 1.6.1]). In this case,
for every ball D the L p(D)-norm of exp(* &{Aj &) is majorized by that of
exp(* &{A&). In addition, [Aj] converges to A locally uniformly by virtue
of the convergence in W p, 1loc (R
n, Rn) with p>n (see [46, Theorem 2.4.1]).
Clearly, the smooth fields Aj generate global flows [U jt ]. We shall prove
that the maps U j converge uniformly on bounded subsets of R1_Rn to a
continuous flow solution U which satifies the properties (i)(iii).
Now let us fix a centered ball D # Rn of radius R and a time interval
J=[&T, T]. For every x # D one has &U jt(x)&&x&+L|t|. Thus, for all
x # D and t # J the trajectories U jt(x) remain within the ball D0 of radius
R+2TL. The same is true for all possible solutions of the equation with A.
Therefore, if we replace all the fields Aj and A by Bj=kAj and B=kA
with a function k # C 0 (R
n) such that k| D0=1, this does not influence
the behavior of solutions for (t, x) # [&2T, 2T]_D. Since &{Bj (x)&
const(&{Aj (x)&+&Aj (x)&), and by virtue of our choice of Aj , we have the
uniform estimates for every positive *,
|
D0
e* &{Bj (x)& dxK(*)<.
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Let V j be the flows generated by Bj . According to Lemma 2.4, the
sequence [V j] is bounded in W p, 1([&2T, 2T]_D0 , Rn) for every p>1.
Hence, some subsequence converges uniformly on the set J_D, on which
we have V jt(x)=U
j
t(x). Clearly, by a diagonal procedure we can choose a
subsequence of U j which converges locally uniformly on R1_Rn. In fact,
this is true for the whole sequence U j as follows from the uniqueness asser-
tion proven later. Therefore, we get a continuous flow solution U for which
(2.13) holds.
Step 2. Let us verify properties (i), (ii), and (iii), still assuming that
A is bounded. Assume first that A has bounded support in the centered ball
D of radius r. Fix p>1 and T>0. Let Aj=A V .j be the smooth
approximations indicated above. For sufficiently big j the supports of Aj
belong to the centered ball of radius r+1 and &Aj (x)&A(x)&1 for all x.
Hence, for all x # D and t # [&T, T] all vectors U jt(x) are contained in the
centered ball D0 of radius r+1+T(L+1). As mentioned above, by our
choice of Aj ,
|
D0
e* &{Aj (x)& dx|
D0
e* &{A(x)& dx.
Hence, according to Lemma 2.4, the Lebesgue measure is quasi-invariant
under the flows [U jt ] and for the corresponding RadonNikodym derivatives
* jt we get from (2.6) the uniform estimates
sup
j
sup
&TtT
&* jt &L p(D0 )c( p, T ).
Clearly, the RadonNikodym densities r jt of + b (U
j
t )
&1 can be written as
r jt =e
j
t *. Note that for all x  D0 one has r
j
t(x)=1 if t # [&T, T], since
U jt(x)=x for such x. The density * is separated from zero on D0 , whence
sup
j
sup
&TtT
&r jt &L p(+)c0( p, T ).
For any g # C0(Rn) one has
| g(Ut(x)) +(dx)= limj   | g(U
j
t(x)) +(dx)= lim
j   | g(x) r
j
t(x) +(dx),
which is majorized by c0(q, T ) &g&L p(+) . Therefore, there is a function
rt # Lq(+) such that the left-hand side coincides with  g(x) rt(x) +(dx),
which means that rt is the RadonNikodym density of + b U &1t with respect
to +. In addition, we get a uniform estimate of &rt&L p(+) on [&T, T]. As
has already been mentioned, Lemma 2.4 implies that Ut # W p, 1loc (R
n, Rn).
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Therefore, the same arguments as in Lemma 2.4 lead to the explicit expres-
sion (2.15) for rt . Applying Lemma 2.2, we obtain the estimates (2.13).
The solutions we have constructed so far possess the following important
local property: if two fields A and B of the type above with bounded
supports coincide on a ball (or an open set) D, then U At (x0)=U
B
t (x0)
provided U As (x0), U
B
s (x0) # D for all s # [0, t]. Indeed, let D0 be a smaller
ball in D. Then for all sufficiently big j we have that Aj :=A V .j=Bj :=
B V .j on D0 and U Ajs (x0), U
Bj
s (x0) # D0 (which follow from the locally
uniform convergence of UAj to U A and UBj to UB). Then U Ajs (x0)=U
Bj
s (x0)
on [0, t] (since both are governed by the same equation with a smooth
field), whence the desired assertion.
If A is not assumed to have bounded support (but is still bounded), we
choose a sequence of functions ki (x)= gi (&x&) such that gi (t)=1 on
[0, i], gi (t)=0 on [i+1, ), and gi (t)=i+1&t on [i, i+1]. The fields
Ci=kiA satisfy the conditions of the theorem, and as we have already
shown they generate the flows W i (constructed above). Fix a ball D/Rn
and T>0. Since W it(x) are uniformly bounded on bounded sets, it follows
from the local property mentioned above that for each t # [&T, T], x # D,
and all sufficiently big i, the vectors W it(x) coincide with one and the same
element which is denoted by Ut(x).
We have now obtained a flow solution with the desired expression for rt .
Moreover, the estimates (2.13) follow as well. Indeed, since
$+ Ci=ki $+A+({ki , A), 0k i1, |({k i (x), A(x))|&A(x) &,
we get some uniform bound on &rWit &L p(+) for the RadonNikodym derivatives
of the images of + under W it . This leads to the same estimates for &rt&L p(+)
and enables us to apply Lemma 2.2 to obtain (2.13).
In order to get the estimates (2.14) note that it follows from what has
already been proven that ’t(x)={Ut(x) exists in the Sobolev sense,
belongs to W p, 1loc (R
n, Rn), and satisfies the equation
’t(x)=I+|
t
0
{A(Us(x)) ’s(x) ds. (2.16)
Indeed, for smooth fields Aj, i=(ki) V .j (in the notation above) this is
obvious. It is easy to see that for a.e. x one has
&{A(Us(x))&{Aj(i), i (U is(x)) &L2 [0, t]  0,
where U i is the flow generated by Aj(i), i and j(i) is chosen so that
&{A&{Aj(i), i &L2 (+, Rn)  0 (see Lemma 5.11 for the proof of this in the
infinite-dimensional case). Now Lemma 2.1 applies. Therefore, (2.14) follows
in the same way as in the smooth case considered in Lemma 2.4.
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It should be noted that the solutions obtained at this stage still have the
aforementioned local property.
Step 3. Finally, in the general case where A is not assumed to be
bounded we can consider the fields
Dj (x)= gj (&A(x)&)
A(x)
&A(x) &
,
where gj (t)=t if ttj , gj (t)=t j if ttj , and [tj] is a sequence increasing
to infinity such that the sets [x : &A(x)&=tj] have measure zero. It is easy
to see that these new fields are bounded and satisfy the conditions of
the theorem, and we can construct the corresponding flows Y j. Note that
Dj (x)=:j (x) A(x) with 0:j (x)1,
$+ Dj=trace({Dj)+(Dj , ;)=:j $+A+trace({Dj)&:j trace({A),
and that
&{Dj (x)&&{A(x) &.
The latter follows from the fact that Dj (x)=Gj (A(x)), where Gj (x)=
gj (&x&) x&x&, and the chain rule for Sobolev maps (see [46]), taking into
account that Gj is Lipschitzian with &{Gj (x)&1 if &x&{tj . Hence
|$+ Dj (x)||$+A(x)|+2n &{A(x)&,
and since the right-hand side has positive moments of all integer orders, we
get uniform (in j) estimates of the exponential moments of |$+Dj |.
Hence, we arrive at uniform estimates of type (2.14) for Y j (the terms
4(2, t), which appear in (2.14), are indeed exponential moments of |$+Dj |
of bounded order), which implies that for every fixed time interval J and
every ball D the mappings (t, x) [ Y jt(x) have uniformly bounded norms
in W p, 1(D, Rn) for each p1. In particular, these mappings are uniformly
bounded on J_D. Therefore, by construction and the local property estab-
lished above, if (t, x) # J_D then for all sufficiently big j the vectors Y jt(x)
coincide with one and the same element denoted by Ut(x). Clearly, we get
a solution with all the desired properties and estimates. K
Remark 2.8. An important by product follows from the arguments
above by applying Lemma 2.3 to (2.16): for every fixed open ball D
and bounded interval J, there exist smooth approximations Aj of A in
the Sobolev class W p, 1(D0 , Rn) with D0#D, such that U jt  Ut in
W p, 1(D, Rn) for all t # J.
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Proposition 2.9. Let [Tt(x)] be another solution such that + b T &1t =
t + and &t&L p(+) is locally integrable for some p>1.
(i) If [Tt(x)] is continuous in both variables, then Tt(x)=Ut(x) for
all (t, x).
(ii) If &A& # L:(+) for some :>1, then for every t one has Tt(x)=
Ut(x) +-a.e.
Proof. Note that for all t and almost all x one has
A(Ut(x))={Ut(x) A(x). (2.17)
Indeed, let Aj be the smooth fields mentioned in Remark 2.8. For them
(2.17) holds since
Aj (U jt(x))=

t
U jt(x)=

{
U jt(U
j
{(x)) } {=0
={U jt(x)

{
U j{(x) } {=0={U jt(x) Aj (x).
Using the convergence of U j to U in the Sobolev classes W p, 1(D, Rn) for
open balls D, (2.17) is obtained for all t and almost all x by passing to the
limit (possibly for a subsequence of U j) as j  .
In the case where Tt(x) is jointly continuous, for every ball D and time
interval J there is a bigger ball D0 such that Ut(x) and Tt(x) remain within
D0 for all x # D and t # J. Therefore, multiplying A by a smooth function
g : Rn  [0, 1] with bounded support such that g=1 on D0 , we do not
change either solution on J with starting points in D. Clearly, our new field
gA satisfies the conditions of the same type as A, since |(gA, ;)||(A, ;)|
and &{(gA) &&{A&+const. as | g|1 and g has compact support on
which A is bounded. Thus, we can assume that A has bounded support.
Now let Tt(x) be another solution of our equation such that + b T &1t =
t +. Let us prove that for all t, F(t, x) :=Ut(T&t(x))=x for a.e. x, which
implies that T&t(x)=U&t(x). It suffices to check that F(t, x) is absolutely
continuous in t (for a.e. x) and that its partial derivative in t vanishes.
Appealing once again to the approximations of Remark 2.8, Ut(T&t(x))
=limj   U jt(T&t(x)) for all t and x. Differentiating by the chain rule we
get

t
U jt(T&t(x))=Aj (U
j
t b T&t(x))&{U
j
t(T&t(x)) A(T&t(x)).
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It remains to check that J &U
j
t(T&t(x))t&
2 dt  0 for almost all x and
every time interval J. Since Aj (U jt b T&t(x))  A(Ut b T&t(x)) locally
uniformly in t and we have (2.17), it suffices to show that
|
J
&{U jt(T&t(x)) A(T&t(x))&{Ut(T&t(x)) A(T&t(x)) &
2 dt  0.
Since A is assumed to have bounded support, and hence is bounded, this
follows from
|
J
|
R n
&{U jt(T&t(x))&{Ut(V&t(x))&
2 +(dx) dt
|
J
|
R n
&{U jt( y)&{Ut( y)&
2 &t( y) +(dy) dt
|
J
&t&p dt |
J
&{U jt &{Ut &
4
4q dt  0,
which holds for our choice of Aj . Indeed, the functions &{U jt &{Ut&44q
are uniformly integrable on J and converge to zero pointwise by the
convergence U jt  Ut in the local Sobolev norms combined with the
uniform integrability of the sequence [&{U jt &] for every fixed t.
For the case (ii) the reasoning is similar. Instead of a reduction to the
bounded support case (which requires more justification), one can choose
the sequence Aj # C 0 (R
n, Rn) such that [Aj] converges to A in L:(+) and
in W p, 1loc (R
n, Rn) for every p1. To this end, we take first the cuttoff Dj (x)
as in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 2.6, then consider k(x) Dj (x) as in
Step 2 and, finally, construct a smooth approximation for kDj . The
justification of the relationship J &U
j
t(T&t(x))t&
p dt  0 for p=(1+:)2
>1 is then similar to the case considered above with p=2, the only dif-
ference being that instead of uniform boundedness of A one has to use
Ho lder’s inequality (this case will be considered in detail later in the
infinite-dimensional setting). K
In fact, the following has been shown in the proof of Theorem 2.6:
Corollary 2.10. Let A and B be two continuous vector fields that
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.6. Assume that for some x0 the trajec-
tories U As (x0) and U
B
s (x0), s # [0, t], belong to an open set on which A=B.
Then U At (x0)=U
B
t (x0).
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Moreover, a closer look at the proof yields the following:
Corollary 2.11. Assume that estimate (2.11) holds for some fixed *=
*0>0. Let p0>1 and T>0 satisfy (T 6 1)( p20 ( p0&1))<*0 . If estimate
(2.12) holds with *=2(T 6 1) p0 , then the existence of a flow solution to
(1.1) still follows, while the other assertions of Theorem 2.6 remain valid for
t # [&T, T] and p= p0 .
Proof. Indeed, in this case all the considerations above apply to a suf-
ficiently small time interval [&{, {] (including the group property for
those t, s # [&{, {] with t+s # [&{, {]), which together with uniqueness
implies the existence of a flow solution on the whole line. K
Theorem 2.12. The existence statement as well as claims (i) and (iii) of
Theorem 2.6 remain valid if instead of (2.12), only D exp(* &{A(x)&) +(dx)
< is required to hold for any ball D and any *>0 if, in addition, &A& #
L1+=(+) for some =>0. In addition, the uniqueness statement of Proposi-
tion 2.9 holds true.
Proof. Assume first that A is bounded. The same arguments as above
work with the following modification. The reduction to fields with bounded
supports is achieved by multiplying A by a sequence of functions gk #
C0 (R
n) with supk &{gk&C<, 0gk1 and gk=1 on the centered
ball of radius k. Then the fields Ak= gkA have divergences $+Ak with
supk  e* |$+ Ak (x)| +(dx)< \*>0, since by (2.2)
$+ Ak=trace {(gkA)+ gk(A, ;)= gk $+A+({gk , A)
and |({gk , A)|C &A&. In addition, {Ak has bounded support and &{Ak&
is estimated by &{A&+C &A&, which is exponentially integrable on the
support of Ak . All the conditions of Theorem 2.6 are thus fulfilled, which
implies the existence of the flow and enables us to estimate the L p-norms
of the corresponding RadonNikodym derivatives (expressed by (2.15)) by
means of the exponential moments of |$+Ak | according to (2.13). These
L p-norms are therefore uniformly bounded in k. Let D be the ball of radius
d. Since &Ak(x)&&A(x)&C, for every fixed time interval [&T, T] all
the solutions U kt (x), x # D, t # [&T, T], remain within the ball of radius
R=d+CT. Hence, for k>R all these solutions coincide (see Corollary 2.10).
This gives rise to the flow solution Ut(x) generated by A. Clearly, + is
quasi-invariant under [Ut] with the RadonNikodym densities given by
(2.15), since on D the RadonNikodym derivatives corresponding to U kt
coincide for all k>R because $+ Ak(U&t(x))=$+A(U&t(x)) if (t, x) #
[&T, T]_D. In addition, we get the estimates (2.13). Note also that by
construction Ut # W p, 1loc (R
n, Rn) for all t and p1.
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In the general case (i.e., A not necessarily bounded), for every k1 let
.k : [0, )  [0, 1] be defined by .k(t)=1 if tk, and by .k(t)=
(t&k+1)&1 if tk. Clearly, .k is Lipschitzian. Put fk(x)=.k(&A(x)&).
Then fk # W 1, 1loc (R
n) by [46, Theorem 2.1.11]. In addition, for every h # Rn
one has
({fk(x), h)=.$k(&A(x)&) \ A(x)&A(x)&, {A(x)(h)+ .
Note that on the set [x : &A(x)&k] one has fk(x)=1 and hence
{fk(x)=0 a.e. on this set.
Let us define approximating bounded fields by Ak(x)= fk(x) A(x).
Clearly, Ak # W p, 1loc (R
n, Rn) for all p1. However, the uniform exponential
estimate of the divergences may be lost. For this reason, following [17], we
shall consider equivalent measures +k :=(1 fk) +. This is possible, since
1fk # L1(+). Indeed, fk(x)&11+&A(x)&.
Denote by * the density of +. Recall that by the GagliardoNirenberg
theorem, * # Ln(n&1)(Rn) (see [46, Theorem 2.4.1 and Theorem 1.6.1]).
Since the functions fk are continuous and positive, and &{fk& together with
&{A& are in every L ploc(R
n), we can conclude that the densities * fk of the
measures +k are in W 1, 1loc (R
n). In addition, these densities are locally
uniformly positive, since so is *, and 1 fk1. Finally, we have
$+k Ak= fk div A+({fk , A)+\fkA, ;+{(1 fk)1 fk +
= fk div A+ fk(A, ;)= fk $+A,
since ( fkA, {(1 fk)(1 fk))=&(A, {fk). For every *>0 one thus obtains
| exp(* |$+k Ak(x)| ) +k(dx)= :

n=0
1
n! | fk(x)
n *n |$+A(x)|n +k(dx)
+k(Rn)+ :

n=1
1
n! | *
n |$+A(x)| n +(dx)
1+&A&L1(+)+| exp(* |$+A(x)| ) +(dx).
Therefore, according to the bounded case considered above, there exist
+k -quasi-invariant flows [U kt ] generated by Ak . In addition, the Radon
Nikodym densities *kt =d(+k b (U
k
t )
&1)d+k satisfy for each q>1 and T>0,
sup
&TtT
&*kt &L q (+k )C(q, T ),
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where the constants C(q, T ) do not depend on k. By the equivalence of +
and +k , + is quasi-invariant under these flows.
Now set p=1+=2, c=(1+=)p, q=2(1+=)=. Then c&1+q&1=1.
Letting V kt (x)=U
k
t (x)&x, and by Ho lder’s inequality, we have for each t
in a fixed interval [&T, T],
| &V kt (x)& p +(dx)| &V kt (x)& p +k(dx)t=2 |
t
0
| &Ak(U ks (x))& p +k(dx)
t=2 \| &Ak(x)&1+= +k(dx)+
1c
|
t
0
&*ks &L q (+k ) ds
t p \| fk(x)= &A(x)&1+= +(dx)+
1c
sup
|s|t
&*ks &L q (+k )
t p \| &A(x)&1+= +(dx)+
1c
C(q, T )=t pC(q, T ) &A& p1+= .
Thus, the sequence of mappings V kt ( } ) is uniformly integrable. Similarly
| |
T
&T "
U kt
t
(x)"
p
dt +(dx)=|
T
&T
| &Ak(U kt (x))& p +(dx) dt
|
T
&T
| &Ak(U kt (x))& p +k(dx) dt
=|
T
&T
| &Ak( y)& p *kt ( y) +k(dy) dt
&Ak &1c1+= |
T
&T
&*kt &L q (+k ) dt,
which is bounded uniformly in k. It follows by Fatou’s lemma that
lim inf |
T
&T "
U kt
t
(x)"
p
dt< +-a.e.
There is thus a.e. a subsequence ki (which may depend on x) such that
the sequence [U kit (x)] converges uniformly on [&T, T] to some limit Ut(x).
In particular, there is a centered ball D containing all the points U kit (x),
t # [&T, T]. This implies that there is N such that U kit (x)=Ut(x) for all
kiN, t # [&T, T]. Indeed, let N1 be such that supD &A( y)&<N1 . Then
Ak #A on D if kN1 . Let us pick m such that N :=km>N1 . According to
Corollary 2.10 U kit (x)=U
N
t (x) \t # [&T, T], \kiN. If [k$i] is another
subsequence for which U k$it (x) converges uniformly on [&T, T] to some
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limit Vt(x), then again there exist a centered ball D$ and an integer N$ such
that U k$it (x)=U
N$
t (x) # D$ for all k$iN$, t # [&T, T]. We may assume that
D$/D. Putting N0=max(N, N$), we get that Aki=Ak$i on D and U
ki
t (x)
# D, U k$it (x) # D for all k i , k$iN0 , t # [&T, T]. By the local property,
Ukit (x)=U
k$i
t (x) for such indices, whence Vt(x)=Ut(x).
It follows from our reasoning that every subsequence of the initial
sequence admits a selection of such a uniformly convergent subsequence.
By the uniqueness of all possible limits that we have established we get the
uniform convergence and stabilization of the entire sequence [U kt (x)].
Thus, for a.e. x the sequence [U kt (x)] converges uniformly on [&T, T]
to Ut(x). From the uniform integrability established above we get the
L p-convergence of [U kt (x)] to Ut(x) for all p<1+=. Hence, Ut(x) is a
solution with the group property.
Set now rkt =d(+ b (U
k
t )
&1)d+. Then
rkt (x)=*
k
t (x)
fk(U k&t(x))
fk(x)

*kt (x)
fk(x)
.
Applying Ho lder’s inequality with p=1+=2 and the uniform estimate of
the norms &*kt &L q (+) (which are bounded above by &*
k
t &L q (+k )), one obtains
sup
&TtT
&rkt &L p (+)c(T ).
For any bounded continuous function f we have
| f (Ut(x)) +(dx)= limk   | f (U
k
t (x)) +(dx),
which is majorized by c(T ) & f &L p $(+) , 1p+1p$=1. Hence, there is a func-
tion rt # L p(+) such that the right-hand side of the equality above equals
 f (x) rt(x) +(dx). This means that + b U &1t =rt +.
It remains to verify the formula for rt . Since the sequence [rkt ] is
uniformly integrable and by the above converges to rt weakly in L p(+), it
suffices to prove that it converges in measure to the right-hand side of
(2.15). The sequence of continuous functions fk converges locally uniformly
to 1. As U k&t(x)  U&t(x) a.e., we get the a.e. convergence of fk(U
k
&t(x))
fk(x) to 1. Thus, it suffices to verify that
|
t
0
$+k Ak(U
k
&s(x)) ds  |
t
0
$+A(U&s(x)) ds in L1(+).
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It follows from Ho lder’s inequality that the sequence
$+k Ak(U
k
&s(x))= fk(U
k
&s(x)) $+A(U
k
&s(x))
is uniformly ds+-integrable on [&T, T]_Rn. So it suffices to show that
for every fixed s it converges to $+ A(U&s(x)) in L1(+). As has already been
mentioned, fk(U k&s(x))  1 a.e. Since | fk |1, it remains to show the
L1-convergence of gk(x)=|$+ A(U k&s(x))&$+A(U&s(x))| to zero. Choose
:>0 and let p=1+=2, 1p+1q=1. By the uniform integrability, there
exists an ’>0 and k1 such that for every set M with +(M)<’ one has
M gk(x) +(dx)<: for all k>k1 . We know that c=&rk&s &L p(+)+&r&s&L p(+)
is finite. There exists a compact set S1 # Rn on which $+ A is uniformly
continuous such that +(Rn"S1)<(’c)q. Let #>0 be such that
|$+A(x)&$+A( y)|<: if x, y # S1 , &x& y&#.
There is also a compact set S2 # Rn with +(Rn"S2)<’ on which the
sequence U k&s(x) converges uniformly to U&s(x). Let us pick k2>k1 such
that &U k&s(x)&U&s(x)&<# for all x # S2 and all k>k2 . By Ho lder’s
inequality,
+((U ks )
&1 (S1))+(S1)1q &rk&s&Lp(+) ,
and the same estimate holds for U &1s (S1). Therefore, the integral of gk
equals the sum of the integrals over the set S2 & (U k&s)
&1 (S1) &
(U&s)&1 (S2) and its complement, and thus is estimated by 4:.
The proof of uniqueness is analogous to that of Proposition 2.9.
Considering functions F(t, x)=.(U&t b Tt(x)), . # C 0 (R
n), it is sufficient
to have only local integrability of exp(&{A&) in that proof. K
Example 2.13. All the assumptions above are satisfied if + has a
continuous positive density in W 1, 1loc (R
n), A is locally Lipschitzian, &A& #
L1+=(+), and exp( |$+ A| ) # p>1 L p(+).
One might ask how far the conditions imposed above are essential for
the validity of the results. In particular, since the estimates of rt involve
only the exponential moments of $+ A, it might be tempting to relax the
integrability conditions on A and {A. Recall that our Theorems 2.6 and
2.12 require either &A& # L1+=(+) or &{A& to be exponentially integrable.
Example 7.1 below shows, however, that the inclusions &A&, &{A& # L p(+)
for every p<1 are not sufficient for the existence of the flow even if $+A=0
and A is a C map on R2 with the standard Gaussian measure +.
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Note also that according to Corollary 2.11, for the existence of a flow
solution it suffices that exp &{A(x)& be locally integrable and for some
c>0 the functions exp(c |div A| ), exp(c &A&2), and exp(c &;&2) be in L1(+).
Moreover, for some measures (which satisfy a Poincare -type inequality,
such as Gaussian measures), &{A& # L1+=(+) implies &A& # L1+=(+). It is
worth mentioning that even for smooth vector fields the existence of an
absolutely continuous flow defined almost everywhere does not imply the
global existence for every starting point. Indeed,
Example 2.14. Let A be the field on R2 with an identically zero second
component and first component of the form x21f (x1 , x2), where f # C

b (R
2)
is identically 1 when x2=0 and has support in the domain restricted by the
curves x1x2=1 and x1x2=&1.
Also, uniqueness for Sobolev class vector fields need not hold everywhere.
Example 2.15. Let A on R2 be defined by (x1 , x2) [ ( f (x1 , x2 , ), 0),
where f # C0(R2) in a small neighborhood of the origin has the form
f(x1 , x2)=- |x1|+4(log |x2 | )&2, f (x1 , 0)=- |x1|, and is locally Lipschitzian
outside of the first coordinate line. Let + be the standard Gaussian measure
on R2. Then A # W1, 1(+, R2), exp( |$+A| ) # p>1 L p(+), but for the initial
data x=(0, 0) there is no uniqueness.
The next result deals with more general differentiable measures (not
necessarily possessing strictly positive or continuous densities).
Theorem 2.16. Let + be a probability measure on Rn with density
* # W 1, 1loc (R
n) and let A be a vector field on Rn such that A # L p(+) for some
p>1 and there is a sequence Ai # Liploc(Rn, Rn) with the properties that
&Ai&A&L p(+)  0 and for every positive *
sup
i
|
Rn
exp[* |$+Ai (x)|] +(dx)<.
Then (1.1) possesses a flow solution, and sup |t|T &rt&L p(+)C(T, p) for all
T>0 and p1.
Proof. For the approximating fields Ai one constructs the global flows
U it in the same way as above (where, in fact, the existence of strictly
positive density was only used for deriving some local regularity of A and
Ut). In particular, all the uniform estimates like those in Theorem 2.6 hold
true. Then the existence of the flow for A follows in the same way as in the
infinite-dimensional case below (see Lemma 5.11). K
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The next technical result is a preparation for the infinite dimensional
case.
Lemma 2.17. Let A and B two vector fields satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 2.6. Put D=B&A and assume that &D& # L:(+) for some :>1.
Denote by UA and U B the corresponding flows. Then for every p<: one has
&U Bt &U
A
t &p :=&U
B
t &U
A
t &L p(+, Rn)C(T ) &D&: , (2.18)
where C(T ) is a number depending only on the exponential moments of
|$+ A|, |$+B|, &{A&, and &{B& (up to a certain finite order depending on T,
:, and p).
Proof. Let U *t (x) be the solution corresponding to the field A+*D,
* # [0, 1]. This solution exists, since A+*D=(1&*) A+*B satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 2.6. Moreover, since for every positive c
| exp[c |$+(A+*D)(x)|] +(dx)| exp[c |$+A(x)|+c |$+B(x)|] +(dx)<,
we get from (2.13), for every T and q>1, the uniform estimates
sup
&TtT
&r*t &qL(q, T )<, (2.19)
where L(q, t)=4 exp[T &exp(q(|t|+1) |$+A|)&2q$ &exp(q(|t|+1) |$+B|)&2q$],
1q+1q$=1.
Approximating initially A and B by smooth flows as in the proof of
Theorem 2.6 one can prove that U *t is differentiable with respect to * and
that the operator-valued mapping ’*t (x) :=U
*
t (x)* satisfies the equation
’*t (x)=|
t
0
{A(U *s(x)) ’
*
s (x) ds+|
t
0
D(U *s(x)) ds+|
t
0
* {D(U *s (x)) ’
*
s(x) ds.
(2.20)
For smooth fields, (2.20) follows by differentiating in * the equation
U *t (x)=x+|
t
0
A(U *s(x)) ds+|
t
0
*D(U *s (x)) ds.
The general case follows by taking suitable smooth approximations (it is
also possible to prove the whole assertion for smooth fields and then
approximate at the end).
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From the linear equation (2.20) we get by Gronwall’s inequality
&’*t (x)&|
t
0
&D(U *s(x))& ds exp {|
t
0
[&{A(U *s(x))&+* &{D(U
*
s (x))&] ds= ,
so that by Lemma 2.1
&’*t (x)&
p\|
t
0
&D(U *s(x))& ds+
p
\1+|
t
0
exp[ p(t 6 1)(&{A(U *s (x))&
+* &{D(U *s (x))&)] ds+ .
If k=( p+:)2p, 1k+1k$=1, then the L1-norm of the right-hand side is
bounded by the product
"\|
t
0
&D(U *s ( } ))&ds+
p
"k
_"1+|
t
0
exp[ p(t 6 1)(&{A(U *s(x))&+* &{D(U
*
s (x))&)] ds"k$ .
Letting #=2:( p+:), #$=2:(:& p), (thus kp=( p+:)2, #kp=:), the
first factor is bounded by
t p&1k \|
t
0
| &D(U *s (x))&kp +(dx) ds+
1k
=t p&1k \|
t
0
| &D(x)&kp r*s(x) +(dx) ds+1k
t p&1k \| &D(x)&: +(dx)+
1#k
\|
t
0
&r*s &#$ ds+
1k
C1(T ) &D& p: ,
where C1(T )=T pL(#$, T )1k depends only on T, :, p, and the exponential
moments of |$+ A| and |$+ B| (see (2.19)).
Similarly, the second factor above is majorized by
&exp[2p(t 6 1)(&{A&+&{B&)]&2k$ &r*s &
1k$
2
&exp[2p(t 6 1) &{A&]&4k$ &exp[2p(t 6 1) &{B&]&4k$ L(2, T )1k$,
which is a constant that depends only on the exponential moments of
|$+ A|, |$+ B| , &{A&, and &{B& (up to a finite order depending on T, :,
and p).
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Thus, U Bt (x)&U
A
t (x)=
1
0 ’
*
t (x) d*, so that
&U Bt &U
A
t &p|
1
0
&’*t &p d*C(T ) &D&: ,
where C(T ) depends only on the exponential moments of |$+A|, |$+B|,
&{A&, and &{B& (up to a certain finite order depending on T, :, and p). K
We conclude this section by giving a convenient sufficient condition for
the existence of a strictly positive density expressed in terms of the
logarithmic derivative (which improves a well-known result of Skorohod
[38]). Its formulation is entirely intrinsic (in particularly, it does not refer
to Lebesgue measure). In infinite dimensions the corresponding result (see
Corollary 5.2) will serve as a reasonable substitute for the existence of
strictly positive densities.
Proposition 2.18. Let + be a positive measure on X=Rn which has
density p # W1, 1(Rn) and assume that for every h # Rn there is a c=c(h)>0
such that
|
R n
ec |;h (x)|+(dx)<, (2.21)
where ;h=h pp. Then p admits a continuous strictly positive modification.
Remark 2.19. It is easy to check that (2.21) will hold for every h once
it does for n independent directions, and moreover we can take c(h)=
c0 |h| \h{0, for some c0>0.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that +(Rn)=1. Set #=
min1in c(ei) and M=max1in Rn e
# |;i |(x) d+<, where ;i :=;ei .
Then using the inequality xk(ke)k ex, k # N, x0, we get
&;i&kL k(+)\ k#e+
k
|
Rn
exp# |;i (x)| d+\ k#e+
k
M. (2.22)
For k # N set fk= p1k. Then i fk=k&1p1k&1ip for each i so that
&i fk&kL k (R n)=k&k |
Rn
(i p(x))k
p(x)k&1
dx=k&k &;i&kL k(+)
M
(#e)k
. (2.23)
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Fix now an arbitrary bounded domain D/Rn with smooth boundary
D and Lebesgue measure |D|. For every mk Ho lder’s inequality yields
& fk &Lm(D)|D| 1m 6 1, while applying it to (2.23) we obtain
&i fk&L m (D)|D| (k&m)km &i fk &Lk(D)
(M 6 1)( |D|1m 6 1)
#e
.
The sequence [ fk]k=m is thus bounded in W
m, 1(D), so that it follows from
Sobolev’s compact embedding theorem [46, Theorem 2.5.1] that if m is
large enough (any m>n suffices) this sequence is compact in C(D ). In
particular, each fk , and thus p itself, has a continuous version and there is
a subsequence [ fki] which converges uniformly to a function f
D which is
continuous on D. But by the definition of fk , f D=1[ p>0] .
Now, p|D0 0 for some large enough bounded D0 , so that for any
D#D0 we conclude by f D’s continuity that f D#1. From this it follows
that p(x)>0 \x # Rn. K
3. NON-GAUSSIAN STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS
3.1. Infinite-Dimensional Notation and Terminology
Let X be a (real) Hausdorff locally convex space with dual X* and Borel
_-field B(X). The duality pairing between X* and X will be denoted by
X*( } , } ) X .
Let H/X be a linear subspace endowed with an inner product making
it a separable Hilbert space with continuous embedding into X (such an H
will be called a continuously embedded Hilbert space). The embedding
H  X defines the embedding jH : X*  H (denoted by j if there is no risk
of ambiguity) as any element k # X* gives a continuous functional on H
and thus is represented by an element jH(k) # H via the Riesz representa-
tion in H. If H is dense in X, then jH is injective and we get what is usually
called a rigged triple X*(= jH(X*))/H/X. In the case where X is also
Hilbert, there is a symmetric nonnegative operator T on X such that
H=T(X). Then jH(X*)=T 2(X).
Denote the inner product in H by ( } , } )H and the norm in H by & }&H .
If E/H is a closed linear subspace, PE denotes the orthogonal projection
from H onto E.
The space of all bounded operators on a normed space Y with values in
a normed space Z is denoted by L(Y, Z) and the corresponding operator
norm by &A&L(Y, Z) (or just by &A& if there is no risk of confusion). If Y=Z
we write L(Y). The HilbertSchmidt norm of an operator A between
Hilbert spaces is always specified as &A&HS . By HS(H) we denote the space
of all HilbertSchmidt operators on a Hilbert space H.
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Let M(X) be the space of all Radon measures on B(X). In the following,
+-measurable means measurable with respect to the +-completion B+(X) of
B(X). All the measures we consider on locally convex spaces are assumed
to be finite and Radon.
If F is a measurable mapping from (X, +) to a normed space, E, &F&Lp(+, E)
(or &F&p if there is no risk of ambiguity) will stand for (X &F(x)&
p
E +(dx))
1p.
In the case where E=L(Y, Z) by measurability of F we always mean the
measurability with respect to the strong operator topology, that is, the
measurability of all mappings x [ F(x)( y), y # Y.
Denote by S(X) the class of all functions on a locally convex space X
such that f (x)=.(l1(x), ..., ln(x)), where . # C b (R
n), l1 , ..., ln # X*. Such
functions are called smooth cylindrical.
A measure + # M(X) is said to be differentiable (in Fomin’s sense) along
a vector h # X if there exists ;h=;+h # L
1(+), +’s logarithmic derivative
along h, such that \f # S(X),
|
X
h f (x) +(dx)=&|
X
f (x) ;h(x) +(dx), (3.1)
where we use the standard notation h f (x)=(ddt) f (x+th)| t=0 . It is
worth mentioning that (3.1) remains valid for all +-measurable functions f
such that for a.e. x the function t [ f (x+th) is locally absolutely con-
tinuous and f;h , h f # L1(+) (see [13, Theorem 2.6]).
In the above setup, if H is dense in X and + is differentiable along any
jH(k), k # X*, and if there exists a measurable map ;: X  X such that for
any k # X*,
;j(k)(x)=(k, ;(x)) +-a.e.,
then this map will be called the vector logarithmic derivative (logarithmic
gradient) of + associated with H (note that the inclusion j(X*)/X which
is implicit in ; ’s definition is dependent on H).
Examples. (i) Let X=Rn. Then + is differentiable along all directions
if and only if + is absolutely continuous and admits a density p in the
Sobolev class W1, 1(Rn). In this case its logarithmic gradient ; is given by
;={pp.
(ii) Let + be a centered Radon Gaussian measure on a locally
convex space X and let H be the CameronMartin space (the reproducing
kernel Hilbert space) of + [14, 7]. Then ; exists and ;(x)=&x.
(iii) Let X=R, H=l2, and let + be the countable product of the
probability measures +n on the line which have absolutely continuous
densities pn with integrable p$n . Then ; exists and ;(x)=(&p$n(xn)pn(xn)).
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In more general spaces, sufficient conditions for the existence of ; can be
found in [7, 11]. For example, ; exists if X is a Hilbert space and
H=: H(+) :=[h: ;h # L2(+)]. However, in infinite dimensions the vector
logarithmic derivative does not always exist. For this reason, we do not
assume its existence in our main results.
In a similar way it is possible to define the differentiability of vector-
valued measures.
For later use let us recall a characterization of the directional differen-
tiability by means of conditional measures. Let h{0 and let Y be a closed
hyperplane in X complementary to R1h. Then there is a natural continuous
linear projection ?: X  Y. To be more precise, let Y=ker l, where l # X*
and l(h)=1. Then ?(x)=x&l(x) h. Denote by +Y the image of + under ?.
It is well-known that in this case there exist measures +( } | y) # M(X),
y # Y, supported on the lines y+R1h (called conditional measures) such
that for every Borel set B in X one has
+(B)=|
Y
|
y+R1h
+(B | y) +Y (dy).
Then + is differentiable along h if and only if for +Y-a.e. y the measure
+( } | y) is differentiable along h and
|
Y
|
y+R1h
|;+( } | y)h (x)| +( } | y)(dx) +Y (dy)<.
In this case, the restriction of ;+h to y+R
1h can be taken as ;+( } | y)h (for
+Y -a.e. y). The same is true for the differentiability along a finite-dimen-
sional subspace (see [13, Theorem 2.5]). Clearly, in such a case it is
possible to choose differentiable conditional measures for every y # Y.
Except for Gaussian measures the logarithmic derivative represents in a
way a nonlinearity which the measure induces on the space. Its explicit use
in stochastic analysis can thus be seen as a non-Gaussian feature. In
contrast, the Sobolev differentiable structure which we now introduce is
essentially the same as the one traditionally used in Wiener spaces.
3.2. Sobolev Classes
In infinite dimensions the class of HilbertSchmidt operators is smaller
than the class of all bounded operators. This leads to two different direc-
tions along which the theory of Sobolev classes may be developed, depend-
ing on whether the derivatives of vector-valued mappings are supposed to
be just bounded or HilbertSchmidt operators. Both approaches have been
widely used in the literature (see references in [7]). First we give a con-
struction based on the uniform operator norms on the derivatives because
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it is involved in the formulations of our main results and leads to wider
classes of vector fields. Then we discuss the more traditional approach
based on the HilbertSchmidt norms, since it is advantageous when
defining divergence.
First Definition. Let G be another Hilbert (or Banach) space. Just as
in the case G=R considered in Subsection 3.1 a function f defined on X
and taking values in G will be said to be smooth cylindrical if they can be
represented by
f (x)= :
m
j=1
F j (( y1 , x) , ..., ( yn , x) ) gj , (3.2)
where y1 , ..., yn # X*, F1 , ..., Fm # C b (R
n), and g1 , ..., gm # G. Denote the
linear space of all such smooth functions by S(X, G).
Definitions 3.1. (i) Let + be a measure differentiable along a vector
h and let F be a +-integrable map with values in a normed (or locally
convex) space G. We say that F has a stochastic partial derivative along h
if F;h is +-integrable and there is a +-integrable G-valued map DhF, also
denoted h F, such that for all . # S(X)
|
X
.(x) DhF(x) +(dx)=&|
X
h.(x) F(x) +(dx)=|
X
.(x) F(x) ;h(x) +(dx).
(3.3)
(ii) Let E be a Hilbert (or Banach) space continuously embedded in
X such that + is differentiable along all vectors from some linear subspace
E0 of E which is dense in E. We say that F has the stochastic derivative
(gradient) {EF if the partial stochastic derivatives h F exist for all h # E0
and {EF: X  L(H, G) is a map measurable in the sense above such that
for every h # E0 ,
{EF(x) h=h F(x) +-a.e.
Denote Gp, 1(E, +, G) :=[F # L p(+, G): &{EF&L(E, G) # L p(+)].
Let us consider the following examples which can be readily deduced
from the integration-by-parts formula (see [13] or [7, Theorem 4.1.2]).
Examples. (i) Let F # L p(+, H) have a Ga^teaux derivative {H F
along H at every point. Assume that &{H F(x)&L(H) is in L p(+). Then
F # Gp, 1(H, +, H).
(ii) More generally, let F # L p(+, H) be such that for every h # jH(X*)
there is a version of F which is locally absolutely continuous on the lines
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parallel to h and that the corresponding partial derivatives along h coincide
a.s. with T(x)(h), where T # L p(+, L(H)). Then F # Gp, 1(H, +, H) and
{H F=T (we shall see below that this is in fact equivalent to being an
element of Gp, 1(H, +, H)).
Clearly, one can iterate this definition to produce classes Gp, k(+). Note
that in the Gaussian case (more precisely, if + is a centered Gaussian
measure and H is its CameronMartin space) one gets the same classes as
in [35, 36].
Below we shall deal with vector fields of the class Gp, 1(H, +, H), and thus
we do not need this iterative procedure. However, it is worth mentioning
that an obvious inconvenience of dealing with higher classes of this type is
that L(H, G) is not a Hilbert space and, hence, one cannot remain within
the class of Hilbert spaces when carrying out these iterations. For some
applications it might be preferable to have higher order gradients which are
elements of Hilbert spaces.
Second Definition. A traditional approach furnishing such a possibility
is to consider mappings whose derivatives are HilbertSchmidt mappings.
This approach is based on a fundamental property that the space of all
HilbertSchmidt operators between two Hilbert spaces is again a Hilbert
space provided it is equipped with the HilbertSchmidt norm. We now
recall this construction, deliberate by using the same notation h and {E as
it will turn out that they are restrictions of their respective counterparts
defined above.
Let E/H be a closed linear subspace. The gradient {E along E is
defined for f # S(X, G) by
{E f = :
m
j=1
:
n
i=1
F
x i
(( y1 , x) , ..., ( yn , x) ) PE ( jH( yi))gj # S(X, G1).
(3.4)
Here G1=HS(E, G) is the space of HilbertSchmidt operators from E to
G equipped with the norm &T&2HS=i &Te i&
2
G for any complete orthonor-
mal basis [ei] in E. For h # E the G-valued mapping ({E f ) h will also
be denoted h f. (If G=R, and since HS(E, R)rE, ({E f ) h can also be
written ({E f, h)).
Higher order gradients can now be defined on S(X, G) iteratively by
setting G0=G, {0E=I and for k # N,
Gk=HS(E, Gk&1), {kE={E b {
k&1
E : S(X, G)  S(X, Gk).
(Note that Gk can be identified with the space of symmetric k-linear
HilbertSchmidt operators on E with range in G.)
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Assume that + is a measure on X such that if f, g # S(X), f =g +-a.e.,
then {E f ={Eg +-a.e. (e.g., this is the case if + has full support). Since for
any k # N and p # [1, ), {kE is closable under the norm
& f &E, k, p= :
k
i=0
&{ iE f &Lp(+, Gi ) ,
the completions W p, k(E, +, G) of S(X, G) under these norms form, for
each p, a decreasing sequence of linear subspaces of L p(+, G), to which the
gradients {kE can be extended naturally (retaining the same notation with
no risk of confusion), i.e., {kE : W
p, k(E, +, G)  L p(+, Gk) \k # N, p1.
Such extensions are called stochastic gradients.
One can check that W p, 1(E, +, G)/Gp, 1(E, +, G), where p>1, provided
;h # Lq(+), (1p+1q=1), for all h # jH(X*), and that in this case both
definitions of the gradients coincide on W p, 1(E, +, G).
Notation. The explicit mention of G will be ommitted in all of the nota-
tion above whenever G=R. For example, we have already encountered
S(X)=S(X, R) earlier in this section. For any family of random variables
L/L0(+), denote by FL the sigma algebra generated by [., . # L].
Let L stand for any function space on X (e.g., W p, k(H, +, G)). Given a
subsigma algebra G/B(X) denote by LG (e.g., W p, kG (H, +, G)) the space
of those elements of L which are G-measurable.
3.3. Divergence of Vector Fields
Let us consider a vector field A # L1(+, H), and generalizing the constant
case Ah(x)#h # H, denote for any f # S(X)
A f (x)=({Hf (x), A(x)).
If there exists an element $+A of L1(+) such that the integration by parts
formula
|
X
A f (x) d+=&|
X
f (x) $+A(x) d+ (3.5)
holds for any f # S(X), this (necessarily unique) random variable is said
to be A’s divergence with respect to + (or, alternatively, +’s logarithmic
derivative along A). In this case we say that A # dom($+). Note that if
$+ A # L2(+), then whenever (3.5) holds \f # S(X), it follows by a simple
density argument that it also holds \f # W2, 1(H, +).
Clearly, it is possible to define divergence for more general vector fields
A : X  X. Namely, let A f :=X*( f $, A)X be +-integrable for any f # S(X).
Then $+ A is defined as above by means of (3.5).
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Some examples in which the divergence can be identified are
(i) It can be seen from (3.1) that for h # H, $+Ah=;h whenever the
right-hand side exists in L1(+).
(ii) Let [ei] be an orthonormal basis in H, such that ;ei exist and
let A # L1(+, H), A(x)=i Ai (x) ei , where Ai # L1(+) has a stochastic par-
tial derivative ei Ai . Then
$+ A= :

i=1
(ei A
i+Ai;ei ), (3.6)
provided the series converges in L1(+). In particular, this is true for finite
sums if Ai;ei # L
1(+) for all i.
(iii) Assume that A takes values in jH(X*) and is Ga^teaux differen-
tiable along H such that {H A : H  H is a trace class opeartor. If ; exists
and trace {H A, ( j &1H A, ;) # L
1(+), then $+A=trace {HA+( j &1H A, ;).
In particular, let X be a Hilbert space, H=T(X), where T is a Hilbert
Schmidt operator, A(x)=T 2B(x), where B: X  X has a Ga^teaux
derivative DX B with &B&X , &DX B&L(X) # L2(+), and let ; exist with &;&X #
L2(+). Then integration by parts easily yields (cf. [25, Chapt. VIII] or
[7, Proposition 8.4.3])
$+A(x)=trace(T 2DX B(x))+(B(x), ;(x))X . (3.7)
This is a case in which the sum in (3.6) can be split into two converging
series, which are represented by the two terms in (3.7).
(iv) If + is a centered Gaussian measure on a locally convex space X
with CameronMartin space H, then every field A # W2, 1(H, +, H)
possesses divergence $+A # L2(+) (see [25] or [7, Theorem 7.2.5]), which
is in fact a stochastic integral (often called the RamerIto^ integral). This
section owes its name to the fact that it can be considered to deal with a
non-Gaussian stochastic integral.’’
Note that the definition of the divergence is consistent with the one
given in finite dimensions (compare (3.5) and (3.7) with (2.1) and (2.2)
respectively).
4. MAIN RESULTS
In all that follows we shall assume the following separability property for
the locally convex measure space (X, +) introduced in Section 3: there is a
sequence [ln] of continuous linear functionals on X such that the comple-
tion of the _-field generated by [ln] coincides with B+(X).
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For example, this is the case if there is a sequence [ln]n=1 /X* which
separates points in X. It is also worth mentioning that this separability
property holds for every Radon Gaussian measure on an arbitrary locally
convex space (see, e.g., [9] or [14]).
Note that we can always choose [ln] in such a way that [ jH(ln)] is
dense in H, adding a countable sequence of continuous linear functionals
on X which separates points in H. Therefore, without loss of generality
(by means of the GrammSchmidt procedure) we may and shall assume
that (en :=jH(ln))n=1 is a orthonormal basis of H which generates the
following projections (cf. the notation introduced at the end of Subsection 3.2):
Definitions 4.1. For each n # N let Ln be the linear span of [l1 , ..., ln]
/X* and Hn the linear span of [e1 , ..., en]/H (Hn= j(Ln)), denote
Fn=FLn , and define En : L
1(+)  L1Fn(+) to be the conditional expectation
En.=E(. | Fn) as well as Pn=PHn the orthogonal projection of H onto
Hn which can be extended to the continuous linear operator (denoted by
the same symbol) Pn : X  Hn /X by setting
Pnx= :
n
i=1
li (x) ei x # X.
Finally +n=+ b P&1n is +’s marginal measure on Hn and ;
(n)=nk=1 ;ek ek
# L1(+, H).
The role of our separability assumption is to ensure that for every
+-integrable map F with values in H, the sequence [EnF] is an H-valued
martingale convergent to F in L1(+, H).
We shall now state our main results, preceded by the assumptions we
impose on the probability measure + and on the vector field A : X  H.
(A1) + is differentiable along all directions in jH(X*). In addition, for
every h # jH(X*) there exists a c=c(h)>0 such that
Eec |;h |=|
X
ec |;h (x)|+(dx)<. (4.1)
(equivalently, (4.1) could have been written without absolute values).
(A2) A # G:, 1(H, +, H) for some :>1 and for every *>0,
|
X
e* &{H A(x)&L(H)+(dx)<. (4.2)
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(A3) For every *>0,
sup
n
Ee* |$+ (Pn A)|=sup
n
| e* |$+ (Pn A(x))|+(dx)<. (4.3)
Remarks 4.2. (i) Assumption A3 implicitly uses the fact that $+(Pn A)
exist for each n # N (this follows from equality (3.6)). Moreover, (4.3)
implies that $+ A exists and, by Fatou’s lemma, for every *>0
Ee* |$+ A|=|
X
e* |$+ A(x)|+(dx)<. (4.4)
We have been unable to show that it is enough to assume the more elegant
(4.4) in (A3) instead of (4.3) (which might be strictly stronger). However,
it seems that in many cases the verification of (4.4) will in any case be
achieved by checking that (4.3) holds.
(ii) Note that (4.4) also follows from the condition
(A3$) there exist two increasing sequences of integers [kn] and [mn]
with knmn such that for every *>0
sup
n
|
X
e* |$+ (Ekn PmnA(x))|+(dx)< (4.5)
sup
n
|
X
e* &{H (EknPmnA(x))&L(H)+(dx)<, (4.6)
which is somewhat less constructive but in some special cases works better
than (A3). An obvious example when this happens is the case where
En;(n)=;(n), which takes place, e.g., for product-measures (then ;(n) is a
function of Pnx for a suitable choice of [ln], so that with kn=mn=n (4.4)
is equivalent to (4.5) and (4.2) is equivalent to (4.6)). Another important
example where (4.4) is equivalent to (4.5) is connected with Gibbs’
measures in models with a finite radius of interaction (see [2]). In our
notation, this corresponds to the situation where for every n there is r(n)
such that ;n=Ek ;n for k=n+r(n) (in this case, for kn=n+r(n) and
mn=n, the equivalence of (4.4) and (4.5) follows from Proposition 5.9
below).
(iii) Note that if H is dense in X, then so is jH(X*). By virtue of
condition (A3), + is quasi-invariant along jH(X*) (this well-known result
from [38] is also a corollary of Proposition 2.18 applied to conditional
measures), hence it has full support, which enables us to define Sobolev
classes W p, k(H, +, H) as explained in Section 3.2.
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Theorem 4.3. Let + be a probability measure on a locally convex space
X as described above, and A : X  H be a measurable vector field. Assume
that (A1), (A2) and (A3) (or A3$) are satisfied. Then (1.1) has a flow solu-
tion and the RadonNikodym process rt has a measurable modification all of
whose sample paths are continuous; in addition, for every t # R and p>1,
&rt &L p (+)4e4( p, t) |t|, (4.7)
where 4( p, t)=( e( |t| 61) pq |$+ A(x)|+(dx))1q, 1p+1q=1.
Moreover, Vt :=Ut&I # G%, 1(H, +, H) for each %<:, and for every p1,
letting {H Ut :={H Vt+IH , one has
&{HUt &Lp (+)4 \|X e2( |t|+1) p &{HA(x)&L(H)+(dx)+
12p
e(4(2, t)+1) |t|p. (4.8)
Finally,  b Ut # G:, 1(H, +) for every  # S(X) and
d
dt |X  b Ut(x) +(dx)=&|X (Ut(x)) $+A(x) +(dx). (4.9)
(If we assume A # W:, 1(H, +, H), then  b Ut # W:, 1(H, +)) as well for every
 # S(X).)
Theorem 4.4. Let X, H, +, and A be as in Theorem 4.3. For a flow
solution [Ut , t # R] of (1.1) which satisfies the properties stated therein, the
following are true as well:
(i) The continuous version of rt is given by
rt(x)=exp {&|
t
0
$+A(U&s (x)) ds= . (4.10)
(ii) Ut is unique in the sense that if Wt(x) is another solution of (1.1)
such that &rt&p is locally integrable in t for all p>1, then U.x=W.x in
C(R, X) for +-almost every x # X.
Finally, if (A3) is satisfied only for some *>0, then there exist T>0 and
pT>1 such that the conclusions of this and the previous theorems above are
valid on the time interval [&T, T] with p= pT (moreover, the flow exists on
the whole line).
Example 4.5. Let + be a centered Radon Gaussian measure on a
locally convex space X and let H be its CameronMartin space. Then our
conditions on A read as follows: A # G:, 1(H, +, H) for some :>1, and
exp(c &{H A&L(H)), exp(c |$+A| ) # L1(+) for all c>0. For the validity of the
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results above on a bounded interval it suffices to have exp(c|$+A| ) # L1(+)
for some c>0. In this case condition (A3$) applies, since for any orthonor-
mal basis [en] in H formed by elements from jH(X*) one has ; (n)(x)=
&ni=1 l i (x) ei , whence En ;
(n)=;(n).
Remark 4.6. Note that if in Example 4.5 one defines {H A using the
directional description as in Lemma 5.4 below, then this can be done also
for p=1. In this case, the inclusion &{H A&L(H) # Lr(#) implies the inclusion
&A&H # Lr(#). This is a well-known corollary of a Poincare -type inequality
for real functions or for H-valued maps with the HilbertSchmidt norms
on derivatives (see, e.g., [9, Chapt. 5]). However, as pointed out by
A. S. Ustunel, in our case the same is true for the operator norm, since the
scalar case can be applied to the function : x [ &A(x)&H , taking into
account that &{H(x)&H&{H A(x)&L(H) .
Remark 4.7. We emphasize that the nontrivial part of these results
is the existence of the solution. The absolute continuity of the correspon-
ding flow turns out to be a byproduct of our method of proof. The explicit
expressions for d(+ b U &1t )d+ are fairly well-known (‘‘nonlinear Cameron
Martin formulas’’). In the finite-dimensional case they appear in [30] and
[17]. In infinite-dimensions formulas of this type were obtained in [38]
(constant vector fields) and in [18] (the Gaussian case). A simple deriva-
tion of such expressions based on the integration by parts was proposed in
[4] and [5] and generalized significantly in [24] and [25, Chapt. VIII].
The same idea was used also in [39]. Clearly, for A(x)#h one gets
Skorohod’s formula for the density of the shifted measure
d+th
d+
(x)=e
t
0 ;h (x&sh) ds,
since Ut(x)=x+th. Note that + if is not quasi-invariant along the vector
h (such a vector always exists for any nonzero measure on an infinite-
dimensional space), then the flow Ut(x)=x+th is well-defined and unique,
but is not absolutely continuous.
The proofs of these theorems involve projections onto finitely many
coordinates and thus rely on our finite-dimensional results. However,
compared to [17], the procedure of constructing finite-dimensional
approximations is more involved.
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5. PROOFS: THE INFINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we prove Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. Following some
preliminary technical results, the flow solution is constructed in Subsec-
tion 5.2. It is formally defined in (5.19), and its various claimed properties
will result from Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.17. Both items of Theorem 4.4
will then be proved in Subsections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. The last state-
ment of Theorem 4.4 will be clear from the proofs.
5.1. Smoothness of Conditional Expectations
The following lemma is straightforward and is included for future
reference. In it we use the notation ’T=’ b T &1 for the image of a measure
’ under the measure transformation induced by a mapping T from ’’s
underlying space into a second space.
Lemma 5.1. Assume + is a probability measure on a locally convex space
X and for a measurable linear mapping T from X into another locally convex
space Y let BTX be the subsigma algebra [T
&1(A), A # BY]. If + is differen-
tiable along h # X then +T is differentiable along Th and
E(;+h | B
T
X)=;
+T
Th b T. (5.1)
Proof. For any  # S(Y), as in
|
X
;+TTh(Tx) (Tx) +(dx)=|
Y
;+TTh( y) ( y) +(dy)=&|
Y
(Th)( y) +T (dy)
=&|
X
Th(Tx) +(dx)=&|
X
h( b T )(x) +(dx)
=|
X
;+h(x) (Tx) +(dx),
from which (5.1) follows since [ b T] # S(Y) generate B
T
X . K
Corollary 5.2. Assume that a probability measure + on a locally convex
space X is differentiable in the directions h1 , ..., hn and for some c>0,
| exp(c|;hi (x)| ) +(dx)<.
Let T : X  Rn be a measurable linear map such that [ yi=Thi]ni=1 spans
Rn. Then + b T &1 has a continuous strictly positive density p.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.1 +T=+ b T &1 is differentiable along [ yi] and
E(;hi | B
T
X)=;
+T
yi b T.
Moreover, by changing variables and applying Jensen’s inequality we
obtain
|
R n
ec |; yi
+T ( y)|+T (dy)=|
X
ec |; yi
+T (Tx)|+(dx)=Eec |E(;hi | X T )|Eec |;hi | <.
The conclusion then follows from Proposition 2.18. K
In the next subsection we shall prove Theorem 4.3 by first projecting the
vector field onto finite-dimensional subspaces and then establishing the
existence of a limit of the resulting flows as the dimensionality tends to
infinity. In the course of the first of these two stages, it will turn out that
in contrast with the Gaussian case treated in [18, 36] the gradient {H and
divergence $+ do not commute with the operation of conditioning on linear
subsigma algebras (that is, subsigma algebras generated by a family of
linear functionals). The remainder of this subsection is devoted to these
issues.
Lemma 5.3. Let Fn  F in L p(+, G). Assume that the partial stochastic
derivatives hFn exist and converge weakly in L p(+, G) to some mapping 8h .
If ;h # Lq(+), where 1p+1q=1, then 8h is the partial stochastic derivative
of F. If, in addition, there is an L(H, G)-valued measurable mapping 8, such
that &8&L(H, G) # L1(+) and for each h from a dense subset H0 /H one has
{H Fn( } )(h)  8( } )(h) weakly in L1(+, G), then 8 is the stochastic gradient
of F.
Proof. It suffices to note that the conditions above enable us to pass to
the limit in equalities (3.3) for Fn . K
Lemma 5.4. Given h # H and a Hilbert space G assume exp |;h | # L1(+)
and let F # L p(+, G), where p>1. The following are equivalent:
(i) There exists the stochastic derivative hF # L p(+, G).
(ii) There is a modification F of F such that t [ F (x+th) is locally
absolutely continuous for all x and (F h) :=(ddt) F ( } +th)| t=0 is in
L p(+, G) (note that F h automatically exists +-a.e.), in which case h F=
F h +-a.e.
(If G is a general Banach space then the same is true provided that in (ii)
the existence of F h a.e. is assumedthis holds automatically for spaces
with the RadonNikodym property).
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Proof. To simplify the notation we consider the scalar case G=R (in
fact, we shall only apply this result to finite-dimensional mappings). Let Y
be the complementary hyperplane to R1h and +Y the projection of + to Y
as explained in Subsection 3.1. Then X is identified with R1Y. By our
condition, ;+h F is +-integrable. It follows then from the definition of hF
and the integration-by-parts characterization (3.1) of the differentiability
that the measure & :=F+ is differentiable along h with ;&h=;
+
h+hFF,
where by definition h FF=0 on [F=0]. As noted above, both measures
+ and & admit differentiable conditional measures +( } | y) and &( } | y),
respectively, on the lines Ly= y+R1h, y # Y. In addition, exp( |;+( } | y)h | ) #
L1(+( } | y) for +Y-a.e. y. Hence, the measures +( } | y) admit absolutely con-
tinuous strictly positive densities f y with respect to the natural Lebesgue
measures * y on Ly (induced by the maps t [ y+th). The measures &( } | y)
admit absolutely continuous densities g y. Hence, 8( } , y) : t [ g y(t) f y(t) is
locally absolutely continuous for +Y-almost all y # Y. Note that 8(t, y)=
F( y+th) for +-almost all (t, y) # X. Differentiating g y(t) f y(t) in t and tak-
ing into account that g y(t)$=0 a.e. on [g y=0], we get the expression
(g y(t)f y(t))((g y(t)$g y(t))&( f y(t)$ f y(t))). Since g y(t)f y(t)=F( y+th),
f y(t)$f y(t)=;+h( y+th) and g
y(t)$g y(t)=;&h( y+th) for +-almost all (t, y),
we arrive at the equality 8(t, y)t=hF( y+th) +-a.e. Thus, we get a
modification with the desired property.
The converse follows directly from the integration by parts formula (3.1)
and the remark following it. K
Remark 5.5. It is clear from the proof that Lemma 5.4 remains valid if
instead of the exponential integrability of ;h one has that F;h is integrable
and the local absolute continuity of t [ F ( y+th) takes place on the set
[t : f y(t)>0].
Corollary 5.6. Let F # G:, 1(H, +, H). Then  b (I+F ) # G:, 1(H, +) for
every bounded Borel function  on X such that |(x+th)&(x)|C &h&H
for all x # X and h # H. In addition,
{H( b (I+F ))=(IH+{HF )* ({H  b (I+F )).
In particular, this assertion holds true for  # S(X).
Proof. Clearly, for a suitable version F of F the functions t [ (x+th
+F (x+th)) are locally absolutely continuous (which can be easily seen
from the definition) and their derivatives at zero exist +-a.e. and are given
by ({H(x+F (x)), h+(F h)(x))H . It remains to note that (IH+{H F )*
({H  b (I+F )) # L:(+, H). K
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Recall the notation introduced in Definitions 4.1.
Corollary 5.7. Let + and F be as in Lemma 5.4 such that the
stochastic derivative h F # L p(+, G) exists. Then, for every n # N, EnF has a
stochastic derivative hEn F # Lr(+, G) for every r<p. In addition,
h EnF=Enh F+En(F;h)&En FEn ;h . (5.2)
Proof. Let a=Pnh. We consider again the scalar case. Let &=F+,
&n=& b P&1n . Then EnF=8 b Pn , where 8=d&n d+n . As noted in the proof
of Lemma 5.4, &$h=h F++F;h +. There exist Borel functions Q1 , Q2 , and
Q3 on Hn such that
En(hF )=Q1 b Pn , En(F;h)=Q2 b Pn En(;h)=Q3 b Pn .
Then we have
(&n)$a=(&$h) b P&1n =Q1+n+Q2+n . (5.3)
Let E be the orthogonal complement to a in Hn . Since +n and &n are dif-
ferentiable along a, they admit absolutely continuous conditional densities
. y and  y on the lines y+Ra for all y # E. In addition, . y>0. Therefore,
the function t [  y(t). y(t)=8( y+ta) is locally absolutely continuous
for all y # E. Passing to conditional measures in relationship (5.3) we get
the equality
d
dt
 y(t)=Q1( y+ta) . y(t)+Q2( y+ta) . y(t) for +n-a.e.(t, y).
Note that  y(t)=8( y+th) . y(t) for +n-a.e. (t, y). This gives

t
8( y+ta)=&8
d
dt
. y(t)+Q1 . y(t)+Q2. y(t).
Since Q3( y+ta)=(d. y(t)dt). y(t) for +n -almost all (t, y), we arrive at
the equality a8=Q1+Q2&Q3 +n -a.e. In particular, we get that for
+-almost all x the function t [ EnF(x+th) is locally absolutely continuous
and its usual directional derivative (EnFh)#a 8 b Pn coincides with the
right-hand side of (5.2) +-a.e. Since by a basic property of conditional
expectations, En(h F ) # L p(+), En(F;h) # Lr(+), and EnFEn;h # Lr(+) for
any r<p, we get the inclusion a8 b Pn # Lr(+). The integration by parts
formula then implies that (EnFh)#a 8 b Pn serves as the stochastic
derivative h F. K
Corollary 5.8. Let L1 /X* be a linear subspace and let H2 be a
closed subspace of H orthogonal to H1 :=jH(L1).
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(a) For any p # (1, ) and f # W p, 1(X, H, +) which is FL1 -measurable,
{H f =0 a.s.
(b) If A # dom($+) is H2 -valued then E($+A | FL1)=0 a.s.
In particular, if L is a linear subspace of X* with H0= jH(L) closed in H,
and P0 A # dom($+), then
E($+(PH0 A | FL))=E($+A | FL). (5.4)
Proof. (a) follows directly from Lemma 5.4, since l(x+h)#l(x) for
every l # L1 , h # H2 by virtue of the equality l(h)=( jH(l ), h)H=0.
(b) Let Z # L(FL1 , +) & S(X). Then EZ$+A=&E({H Z, A)H=
&E({H2 Z, A)H=0, the last two equalities following respectively from the
fact that A is H2 -valued and from part (a). Since Z was arbitrary in
L(FL1 , +) & S(X), and the latter is dense in L
(FL1 , +), it follows that
E($+ A | FL1)=0 a.s. By choosing L1=L and H2=H
=
0 we obtain
E($+(PH0 A) | FL)=E($+A | FL)&E($+(PH 0=A) | FL)=E($+ A | FL). K
We now turn to the divergence operator (see Definitions 4.1 for
the meaning of Hn , Pn , Fn , En , +n , and ;(n)). The projections Pn act on
a given vector field A # L1(+, H), producing the finite-dimensional
vector fields Ak, n=EkPnA, nk. Since Ak, n is Fk -measurable, and
its range is contained in Hn , there is a unique vector field A k, n # L1(+k , Hn)
such that
Ak, n=A k, n b Pk .
Although Ak, n and A k, n represent in many ways the same object, the
divergence operator distinguishes between them.
Proposition 5.9. Let A # L1(+, H) and, given n, k # N, nk, assume
that + is differentiable along e1 , ..., en and that $+PnA exists. Then $+k A k, n
and $+Ak, n exist as well and
($+k A k, n) b Pk=Ek$+(PnA), (5.5)
$+Ak, n=Ek($+(PnA))+(;(n)&Ek;(n), Ak, n)H . (5.6)
If n=k and $+A exists, then (5.5) and (5.6) remain true with A replacing
PnA on the right.
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Proof. The last claim is a direct consequence of (5.4) in Corollary 5.8.
Let . be a C 1b(Hk) function. Then
|
Hk
({Hk ., A k, n)Hk d+k=|
X
(({Hk .) b Pk , Ek PnA)Hk d+
=|
X
({H(. b Pk), PnA)H d+
=&|
X
(. b Pk) $+(PnA) d+. (5.7)
Hence, $+k A k, n exists and &X ($+k A k, n) b Pk(. b Pk) d+ coincides with
the left-hand side of (5.7). Since any bounded Fn -measurable function
can be approximated by functions . b Pn of the above form, (5.5) follows
from (5.7).
As for (5.6), first note that by applying (5.2) to h=e1 , ..., en we obtain
the equality
{Hn Ek f =Ek{Hn f +Ek( f (;
(n)&Ek; (n))). (5.8)
Then, for any f # S(X),
|
X
({H f, Ak, n)H d+=|
X
({Hn f, Ak, n)H d+=|
X
(Ek{Hn f, Ak, n)H d+
=|
X
({Hn Ek f, Ak, n)H d+
&|
X
(Ek[ f (;(n)&Ek;(n))], Ak, n)H d+.
Since ({Hn Ek f, Pn A)H=({HEk f, PnA)H , the first term on the right-hand
side above equals
|
X
({Hn Ek f, PnA)H d+=&|
X
Ek f $+(PnA) d+=&|
X
f Ek $+(PnA) d+,
while the second one is given by &X f (;
(n)&Ek ;(n), Ak, n)H d+. Collecting
the terms we obtain the existence of $+Ak, n and the equality
|
X
f $+Ak, n d+=|
X
f[Ek $+(PnA)+(; (n)&Ek;(n), Ak, n)H] d+
from which (5.6) follows since f was an arbitrary smooth function. K
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Corollary 5.10. Under the assumptions of the previous proposition, we
have for all *>0
|
Hk
exp[* |$+k A k, n(x)|] +k(dx)|
X
exp[* |$+PnA(x)|] +(dx).
Proof. By Jensen’s inequality,
|
Hk
exp[* |$+k A k, n(x)|] +k(dx)=|
X
exp[*|Ek $+PnA( y)|] +(dy)
|
X
exp[* |$+PnA( y)|] +(dy). K
5.2. Construction of the Flow
Lemma 5.11. Let + be a Radon measure on a locally convex space X, H
be a separable Hilbert (or Banach space) embedded continuously in X, and
A : X  H be a vector field such that there exists a sequences of vector fields
An : X  H generating the flows [U nt ] with the following properties:
(i) &A&An&L : (+, H)  0 for some :>1.
(ii) There is a measurable mapping (t, x) # R1_X  Vt(x) # H such
that
|
T
&T
|
X
&Vt(x)&U nt (x)+x&H +(dx) dt  0 for every T>0.
(iii) For all n, t, and p>1 one has + b (U nt )
&1=rnt + and
sup
n
sup
&tst
&rns &L p (+)C( p, t).
Then, the mapping Ut(x)=x+Vt(x) on (R1_X, dt+) admits an equiv-
alent modification, denoted by the same letter, which is a flow solution of
(1.1) with sup&tst &rs&L p (+)C( p, t). Moreover, for any sequence
[Fn # Ld (+, H)] convergent to some map F in Ld (+, H), d>1, one has
&Fn b U nt &F b Ut &L p(dt+, H)  0 \p<d.
Proof. Put V nt (x)=U
n
t (x)&x. Passing to a subsequence we may assume
that &Vt(x)&V nt (x)&H  0 for +dt-a.e. (t, x). Hence Ut(x)&U
n
t (x)  0
in H (hence, also in X) a.e. Let . # Cb(X). We have for almost all t
|
X
.(Ut(x)) +(dx)= lim
n   |X .(U
n
t (x)) +(dx)= lim
n   |X .(x) r
n
t (x) +(dx).
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The right-hand side is majorized by C( p, t)&.&q . Hence, there is a function
rt # L p(+) with &rt &pC( p, t) such that
| .(Ut(x)) +(dx)=| .(x) rt(x) +(dx)
for all . # Lq(+). It follows from the relationship above that rnt  rt in the
weak topology of L p(+) (for almost all t).
Let us prove that for any p<:,
|
t
0
|
X
&A b Us(x)&An b U ns(x)&
p
H +(dx) ds  0. (5.9)
Note that, letting p1=:p, 1p1+1q=1, one has
|
X
[&A b Us(x)& pH+&An b U
n
s (x)&
p
H] +(dx)
|
X
&A(x)& pH rs(x) +(dx)+|
X
&An(x)& pH rns(x) +(dx)
&A& p: &rs&q+&An& p: &rns &q (5.10)
which is uniformly bounded on [0, t]. Thus, by the Lebesgue theorem it
suffices to prove the convergence to zero of the inner integrals in (5.9) for
every s # [0, t].
Fix s. Since + is Radon and &A(x)&An(x)&H  0 +-a.e., for every =>0
there exists a compact set X= with +(X"X=)<= such that A is uniformly
continuous on this set and supx # X= &A(x)&An(x)&H  0. There is a neigh-
borhood of zero W/X such that &A(x)&A( y)&H= if x, y # X= and
x& y # W. Let us pick N1 such that
sup
x # X=
&A(x)&An(x)&H= \nN1 .
Since &Us(x)&U ns (x)&H  0 a.e., there exists a compact set Z= and an
integer N2N1 such that +(X"Z=)= and
Us(x)&U ns (x) # W \x # Z= \nN2 .
Put 0(n)=U &1s (X=) & (U
n
s )
&1 (X=) & Z= . Let nN2 . Then
|
0(n)
&A(Us(x))&An(U ns(x))& pH +(dx)=,
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since Us(x) # X= , U ns (x) # X= , and Us(x)&U
n
s(x) # W for x # 0(n). Let us
estimate the integral over the complement of 0(n). It is bounded above by
the integrals over the sets S1=X"U &1s (X=), S2=X"(U
n
s )
&1 (X=), S3=X"Z= .
Note that +(S3)=,
+(S1)=|
X"X=
rs(x) +(dx)- = &rs&2 ,
+(S2)=|
X"X=
rns (x) +(dx)- = &rns &2 .
It remains to note that the integrals of &A b Us(x)& pH and &An b U
n
s(x)&
p
H
over Si , i=1, 2, 3, can be estimated by C(s) =a, a=( p+:&2)( p+:), for
some C(s)>0. This follows from Ho lder’s inequality with powers k=
( p+:)2 and k$=k(k&1) combined with the estimates (5.10).
Thus, for all nN2 the inner integral in (5.9) is bounded by =+C(s) =a,
which gives the desired conclusion. Clearly, the same arguments apply to
Fn and F as well, whence we have the last assertion of this lemma.
Therefore, for +dt-a.e. (t, x), we have Ut(x)=x+t0 A(Us(x)) ds.
Denote the right-hand side of the equality above by U . We shall prove
that, for every t, U t(x)=limn Unt (x) +-a.e., which is enough to establish the
flow property (1.2). To see this note that our modification U t(x) is con-
tinuous in t for every x, while on the other hand there is a subsequence of
[ fn(t)=V nt (x)] that converges locally uniformly to a continuous limit for
+-a.e. x. Indeed, it converges for almost all t. In addition, for every time
interval J and for any p # (1, :) one has lim infn J & f $n(t)& pH dt< +-a.e.,
by Fatou’s lemma, since
|
J
|
X
&A b U nt (x)&
p
H +(dx) dt=|
J
|
X
&A(x)& pH r
n
t (x) +(dx) dt,
which, by virtue of Ho lder’s inequality and the uniform bound for
J &r
n
t &# dt, is itself estimated by const&A&: . Thus, for a suitable sub-
sequence (denoted for simplicity by the same indices)
& fn(t)& fn(s)&H|
t
s
& f $n({)&H d{(t&s)1q & f $n&L p(J)const(t&s)1q,
which implies the locally uniform convergence of such a subsequence.
Finally, it follows from the arguments above that all the transformations
Ut are absolutely continuous with the required estimates for &rt&p . K
We now intend to construct approximating fields An which satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 5.11. We shall consider the more difficult case where
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the condition (A3) is fulfilled. It would be nice to take for An the fields
EnPn A (this works perfectly in the case where condition (A3$) is fulfilled
with kn=mn=n), but the extra term which appears in the expression for
$+(EnPn A) in Proposition 5.9 may destroy the uniform exponential
integrability. For this reason we shall use a modified sequence [An] of the
form An=Ek(n)(Gj(n) b Pn A) with suitably chosen j(n) and k(n), and G j of
the same type as in the proof of Theorem 2.6. It follows from our assump-
tions that {H(PnA)=Pn{H A, and
$+(PnA)=trace({H(Pn A))+(Pn A, ;(n))H where ;(n)= :
n
i=1
;ei ei ,
and that for every c>0 one has
|
X
exp(c |trace {H(Pn A)(x)| ) +(dx)|
X
exp(cn &{H(PnA)(x)&) +(dx)
|
X
exp(cn &{H A(x)&) +(dx),
with our convention to denote by & }& the operator norm on L(H), whence
by virtue of (A3) we get
|
X
exp(c|(PnA(x), ;(n)(x))H | ) +(dx)<.
Therefore, for every fixed n, taking the sequence of mappings Gj on Hn to
be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.6 (Gj (x)= gj (x) x&x&) and
putting Bj (x)=Gj (PnA(x)), we get for sufficiently big j
|
X
exp(n &{H Bj (x)&) +(dx)|
X
exp((n+1) &{H PnA(x)&) +(dx), (5.11)
|
X
exp(n |$+Bj (x)| ) +(dx)|
X
exp((n+1) |$+PnA(x)| ) +(dx). (5.12)
Indeed, Bj (x)  Pn A(x) and {H Bj (x)  {H(PnA)(x) pointwise. In
addition,
$+ Bj=trace {H(Gj b PnA)+(Gj b PnA, ;(n))H ,
|trace {H(Gj b PnA)|n &{H(Gj b PnA)&n &{H(Pn A)&,
|(Gj b PnA, ; (n))H ||(PnA, ; (n))H |.
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Hence, we arrive at (5.11), (5.12) by virtue of the exponential estimates
above and Lebesgue’s theorem.
Our next step is to fix such j and approximate B :=Gj b (Pn A) by a cylin-
drical field An=Ek B with some k=k(n)n so that (5.11) and (5.12) are
preserved with Bj replaced by An and n+1 replaced by n+2. This is
indeed possible as one can see from (5.6) (note that PkB=B). As k  
the terms (;(n)&Ek; (n), B)H converge to zero by the martingale con-
vergence. In addition, letting M=sup &B(x)&H , one has
|
X
exp[c |(;(n)(x)&Ek ;(n)(x), B(x))H |] +(dx)
|
X
exp[cM &; (n)(x)&H+cM &Ek;(n)(x)&H] +(dx)
|X exp[2cM &;(n)(x)&H] +(dx) |X exp[2cM &Ek;(n)(x)&H] +(dx)
|
X
exp[2cM &; (n)(x)&H] +(dx),
which is finite by virtue of (4.1). Hence,
|
X
exp[c|(;(n)(x)&Ek ;(n)(x), B(x))H |] +(dx)  1.
Lemma 5.12. The fields Ak constructed above generate global flows
[U kt ] under which the measure + is quasi-invariant with RadonNikodym
densities
rkt (x) :=
d(+ b (U kt )
&1)
d+
(x)=exp {&|
t
0
$Ak(U k&s(x)) ds= . (5.13)
Proof. To simplify notation we shall assume that n is the same as k(n)
above in Ek(Gj (Pn A)), which is possible, since k(n)n (otherwise we
could consider a suitable subsequence of indices). Let Yk be a closed sub-
space in X complementary to Hk . Denote by & the image of + under the
natural projection on Yk . Recall that + has differentiable conditional
measures +( } | y) on the subspaces y+Hk , y # Yk . Moreover, these condi-
tional measures &-a.e. satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.6, and so do the
restrictions of the maps Ak to Hk+x. Indeed, for every +-integrable func-
tion F its restrictions on y+Hk are +( } | y)-integrable for &-a.e. y, and
|
X
F(x) +(dx)=|
Yk
|
y+Hk
F(x) +(dx | y) &(dy).
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On the other hand, for &-a.e. y the function $+( } | y) Ak coincides with the
restriction of $+Ak to Hk+ y. This follows from the explicit formula
$+Ak=trace {H Ak+(Ak , ;(k))H
combined with the already mentioned fact that for &-a.e. y the logarithmic
derivative ;+( } | y)h is given by the restriction of ;h to Hk+ y.
Note that, according to Corollary 5.10 and the exponential estimate of
{H Ak , the field Ak satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.6 also on Hk with
the measures +k (+’s projection on Hk).
It may be thus concluded by Theorem 2.6 that for every k # N there
exists a +k -quasi-invariant flow U kt : Hk  Hk which satisfies for +k -a.e.
x # Hk the equation
U kt (x)=x+|
t
0
Ak(U ks (x)) ds \t # R. (5.14)
Now extend these flows to all of X by setting
Ukt x=U
k
t (Pkx)+(x&Pkx) x # X, t # R. (5.15)
In fact, Uk is repeating the action of U k in every k-dimensional plane
parallel to Hk . Moreover
U kt (x)=Pk x+|
t
0
Ak(U ks (Pk x)) ds+(x&Pkx)
=x+|
t
0
Ak(U ks (Pk x)+x&Pk x) ds
=x+|
t
0
Ak(U ks (x)) ds, (5.16)
so that [U kt ] is the flow generated by Ak .
It is important to note that for &-a.e. y this is exactly the flow [U k, yt ] on
Hk+ y which arises when Theorem 2.6 is applied to the measure +( } | y). It
has already been explained that +( } | y) and the restriction of Ak to Hk+ y
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.6 (strictly speaking, since Hk+ y is not
a linear space, we should talk about the flow lifted to Hk+ y from Hk
equipped with the translate of the measure +( } | y)). The coincidence of
these two flows (one associated with +k , another with +( } | y)) is obvious
from the construction in Theorem 2.6 which gives both flows by one and
the same procedure (this can be also deduced from the uniqueness results).
It is thus clear that &-a.e. the conditional measures +( } | y) are quasi-
invariant under [U kt ]. Hence, + is quasi-invariant under these flows.
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The expression (5.13) follows from the finite-dimensional result applied to
the conditional measures. K
Our aim is now to show that Uk converges as k   to a limiting flow.
Lemma 5.13. Let An=EkGj b (PnA) for a suitable choice of j= j(n) and
k=k(n). Then
lim
n  
&A&An&:=0,
and for any p # [1, :)
lim
n   | &{H A(x)(h)&{H An(x)(h)&
p
H +(dx)=0, \h # H.
Proof. Clearly, &A&PnA&:  0. By construction, for a fixed n we have
&Bj&PnA&:  0 as j  , where Bj=Gj b PnA. By the vector martingale
convergence (see [44, Sect. II.4.2]) we have
lim
k  
&EkB&B&:=0.
This provides the desired convergence for An . A similar argument works
for {H An . Indeed, &h(PnA)&hA&p  0 by the Lebesgue theorem.
Clearly, &h(G j b Pn A)&h(Pn A)&p  0 as j  . For any fixed j and h, we
get from (5.2)
&h(EkBj)&hBj&p&Ek(hBj)&h Bj &p+&Ek(;h) Bj&Ek;hEkBj&p ,
which tends to zero as k   by the martingale convergence combined
with the estimate
&;hBj&;hEk Bj&p&EkBj&Bj&:&;h&q \q= :p:& p+ . K
Lemma 5.14. Let B # G:, 1(+, Hk) be a vector field of the form B(x)=
B0(Pkx), where B0 : Hk  Hk . Assume that for all c>0,
exp(c &{HB&)+exp(c |$+B| ) # L1(+).
Then all the assertions and estimates of Theorem 4.3 hold true. If, in addition,
C is another field of the same type, then for the corresponding flows one has
for each T>0 and p<:
sup
&TtT
&U Bt &U Ct &Lp (+, H)C ( p, T ) &B&C&: ,
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where the constant C( p, T ) depends only on p, T, :, and the exponential
moments of &{H B&, &{HC&, |$+B|, and |$+C| up to some order d, depending
only on :, p, and T. Finally, if exp(c |$+B| )+exp(c |$+C| ) # L1(+) for some
c>0, then the assertions above hold for some T>0 as in Theorem 4.3.
Proof. Let us fix a time interval [&T, T]. Put L :=Hk . Let Y be a
closed subspace in X complementary to L. As above, denote by & the pro-
jection of + on Y and choose differentiable conditional measures +( } | y) on
L+ y, y # Y. As we have already explained, there is a flow [Ut]=[U Bt ]
acting in L+ y, y # Y, such that the images of these conditional measures
under [Ut] have densities r yt with respect to the measures themselves. In
addition, the finite-dimensional result implies
&r yt &L p (+( } | y))4 exp {|L+ y exp(c |$+B(x)| ) +(dx | y)= . (5.17)
However, the right-hand side of (5.17) need not be &-integrable. For this
reason, in order to get an estimate of &rt &p , we shall use the following trick.
For every N define the measure +N on X by
+N(E)=|
YN
+(E | y) &(dy),
where
YN={y # Y : |L+ y exp(c |$+B(x)| ) +(dx | y)N= .
For y # YN the measure +N has the same conditional measures on L+ y as
+; for y # Y | YN it has zero-conditional measures. Therefore, it is differen-
tiable along L (see [13, Theorem 2.5] or [7, Chapt. 2]) and for y # YN
the logarithmic derivatives of +N( } | y) coincide with those of +( } | y).
Obviously, +N is quasi-invariant under [Ut]. Put Nt =d(+
N b U &1t )d+
N.
Clearly, Nt =rt on L+ y if y # YN . Since the right-hand side of (5.17) is
integrable over YN we get &Nt &L p (+ N )4e
N. By Lemma 2.2 this leads to a
uniform (in N) estimate of &rNt &L p (+N ) , t # [&T, T]. Indeed,
&exp(c |$+ N B| )&Lp (+N)&exp(c |$+B| )&L p (+) ,
since $+ N B coincides with $+B on L+ y for y # YN . Noting that
&Nt &L p (+ N )=|
YN
|
L+ y
rt(x) p +(dx | y) &(dy),
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we conclude by the monotone convergence theorem that &rt&p are uniformly
bounded on [&T, T]. Applying Lemma 2.2 once again we obtain an upper
bound. By the finite-dimensional case, {H Ut exists and
{H Ut(x)=IH+|
t
0
{HB(Us(x)) {HUs(x) ds,
where for the mappings of the form U(x)=x+V(x), where V: X  H, we
put {H U :=IH+{HV. Hence, the same reasoning as in Lemma 2.17 leads
to the desired estimates of &{HUt &p . This concerns the estimates of
&U Bt &U
C
t &p as well. The last claim of this lemma is clear from the proof.
K
For the remainder of this section Unt (x) will denote the flows generated
by the fields An of Lemma 5.13.
Lemma 5.15. For any p<: and T>0 the sequence V nt (x) :=U
n
t (x)&x
converges in L p(+, H) uniformly in t # [&T, T]. In addition,
| &U nt (x)&U mt (x)& pH +(dx)’( p, T )&An&Am& p: . (5.18)
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.14 and Lemma 5.13 combined with
(5.11) and (5.12). K
Denote the limit of [V kt ] by Vt and define
Ut(x)=x+Vt(x). (5.19)
From Lemma 5.11 we get
Corollary 5.16. For any t>0 one has:
lim
n   |
t
&t
|
X
&An b U ns (x)&A b Us(x)&H +(dx) ds=0.
Lemma 5.17. (i) Ut&I=Vt # G%, 1(H, +, H) for every %<: and (4.8)
is satisfied.
(ii) For every  # S(X), letting {HUt :=I+{HVt , one has
{H( b Ut)(x)={HUt(x)* {H(Ut(x)). (5.20)
(iii) For all t and +-a.e. x the operators {HU nt (x) converge to {H Ut(x)
in the strong operator topology and
{H Ut(x)=I+|
t
0
{H A(Us(x)) {H Us(x) ds. (5.21)
(iv) Equality (4.9) holds true.
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Proof. According to the finite-dimensional case the operator-valued
mappings {H U nt (x) exist, satisfy the uniform estimates of type (4.8), and
solve the equations
{HU nt (x)=I+|
t
0
{H An(U ns(x)) {HU
n
s(x) ds.
By Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.13 for every h # H, we get the convergence
{H Ak(U ks ( } ))(h)  {H A(Us( } ))(h) in L
p(dt+, H) \p<:.
For a subsequence (denoted by the same indices) one has a.s. convergence.
Lemma 2.3 implies that for +-a.e. x the sequence [{H U nt (x)(h)] converges
uniformly on bounded intervals to the unique solution [{H Ut(x)(h)] of
the equation obtained from (5.21) by applying both sides to h. Since
supn &{H U nt ( } )(h)&L p(+, H)< for every t, we have also the convergence
{H U nt ( } )(h)  {H Ut( } )(h) in all L
p(+, H). Hence, Lemma 5.3 applies. The
case of W:, 1(H, +, H) is similar.
Now (5.20) follows from Corollary 5.6 and the estimate (4.8) results by
passing to the limit in the corresponding estimates for Ak (it also follows
from the integral equation (5.21) in the same manner as in Lemma 2.17).
To prove (4.9) first note that
| ({H (x), A(x))H +(dx)= limn   | ({H (x), An(x))H +(dx)
=& lim
n   | (x) $+An(x) +(dx) \ # S(X),
which together with the uniform exponential integrability of $+An implies
the weak convergence of $+ An to $+A in all L p(+). Since [ b U nt ] con-
verges to  b Ut in all L p(+) (as follows from the results above) one gets
| (Ut(x)) $+ A(x) +(dx)= limn   | (U
n
t (x)) $+An(x) +(dx).
The right-hand side can be rewritten as
& lim
n   | ({H( b U
n
t )(x), An(x))H +(dx)
=& lim
n   | ({H(U
n
t (x)), An b U
n
t (x))H +(dx)
=&| ({H (Ut(x)), A b Ut(x))H +(dx)=&|
d
dt
 b Ut(x) +(dx).
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It is easy to see that one can interchange integration and differentiation on
the right-hand side of the equality above (note that (Ut(x)) is absolutely
continuous in t for almost all x). K
Remark 5.18. The influence of Cruzeiro’s work [18] for Wiener space
has already been mentioned in the Introduction. However, at this point we
have chosen a different method of constructing the flow (and not only
because in the Gaussian case it yields a considerably shorter proof): the
reader might have noted that the approximations above actually converge
in H and that the topology of X is in fact irrelevant (other than being
weaker than H ’s). In particular, note that in the Gaussian case the linear
functionals ln need not be continuous in X’s topology.
At first glance this feature seems to be present in Cruzeiro’s scheme (cf.
[18, Corollary 3.2.3]). However, due to a small oversight art the beginning
of the proof of [18, Lemma 3.2.2], the last term of the equality
U An+pt (x)&U
An
t (x)=U
An+p
t (Pn+ px)&U
An
t (Pnx)+(Pn&Pn+ p) x
is missing, and it is precisely this term which converges in X (so that while
the validity of the corollary is indeed affected, that of the lemma as
statedand of the remainder of the construction in [18]is not) but not
in H.
5.3. The Density Evolution
The expression (4.10) can actually be deduced from [5, 25, or 39].
However, it is easier to derive it directly using the Bell method used in
those papers than to verify the validity of the corresponding conditions.
Proof of Theorem 4.4(i). Fix . # S(X). According to equality (4.9),
|
X
.(x) rt(x) +(dx)=|
X
.(Ut(x)) +(dx)
=|
X \.(x)&|
t
0
.(Us(x)) $+A(x) ds+ +(dx)
=|
X
.(x) +(dx)&|
t
0
|
X
.(x) $+A(U&s(x)) rs(x) +(dx) ds
=|
X
.(x) \1&|
t
0
$+A(U&s(x)) rs(x) ds+ +(dx). (5.22)
Since . was arbitrary in S(X), it may be concluded that \t # R,
rt(x)=1&|
t
0
$+A(U&s(x)) rs(x) ds (5.23)
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holds +-a.e. Let r~ t be the modification of rt given by the right-hand side of
(5.23). It follows from (5.22) that this modification also satisfies the integral
equation (5.23), from which (4.10) follows. K
5.4. Uniqueness
Proof of Theorem 4.4(ii). Let us observe that similarly to the finite-dimen-
sional case we have the following equality which holds for almost all t and x:
A(Ut(x))={H Ut(x) A(x). (5.24)
Indeed, by the finite-dimensional case An(U nt (x))={HU
n
t (x) An(x). As
we have shown above (see Corollary 5.16), for a suitably chosen sub-
sequence the left-hand side of the latter converges a.s. to A(Ut(x)).
Moreover, the right-hand side converges to {H Ut(x) A(x). Indeed, {H U nt (x)
 {HUt(x) in the strong operator topology and An(x)  A(x) +-a.e. Thus,
we can use the following elementary fact: if operators Ti converge to T
pointwise and vectors vi converge to v in norm, then Tivi  Tv, as can be
readily seen from the BanachSteinhaus theorem.
Let [Wt(x)] be another family of solutions such that + b W &1t =t+ and
&t &r is locally integrable for all r>1. Again it suffices to check that for
every t
F(t, x) :=Ut b W&t(x)&x=0 +-a.e.
Clearly, by the continuity in t, it suffices to check that for +-a.e. x this
equality holds for all t. Using the fact that W&t preserves measure equiv-
alence we get from (5.24)
A(Ut b W&t(x))={H Ut(W&t(x)) A(W&t(x)) +-a.e.
Since F(t, x)=limn   (U nt b W&t(x)&x) +-a.e. for all t, it remains to note
that for every time interval J and p=(1+:)2, # # (1, 2:(1+:)), one has
|
J
|
X "

t
U nt b W&t(x)"
p
H
+(dx) dt
=|
J
|
X
&An b U nt b W&t(x)&{H U
n
t (W&t(x)) An(W&t(x))&
p
H +(dx) dt
|
J
|
X
&An b U nt b W&t(x)&A b Ut b W&t(x)&
p
H +(dx) dt
+|
J
|
X
&{H U nt (W&t(x)) An(W&t(x))
&{H Ut(W&t(x)) A(W&t(x))& pH +(dx) dt
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=|
J
|
X
&An b U nt (x)&A b Ut(x)&
p
H &t(x) +(dx) dt
+|
J
|
X
&{H U nt (x) An(x)&{H Ut(x) A(x)& pH &t(x) +(dx) dt
&An b U nt &A b Ut& p#p sup
t # J
&&t&#$
+sup
t # J
&&t&#$ |
J \|X &{HU nt (x) An(x)&{H Ut(x) A(x)&#pH +(dx) dt+
1#
,
which tends to zero since the sequence &{H U nt (x) An(x)&{HUt(x) A(x)&
#p
H
converges to zero a.e. and is uniformly integrable. K
6. FLOWS GENERATED BY NON-CAMERONMARTIN
SPACE VALUED FIELDS
We shall now discuss a more general class of vector fields with values
not necessarily in the CameronMartin space. Such a situation has
already been studied in several works on Wiener processes on loop spaces
(see [22, 23, 27, 29]). Related problems arise when general absolutely
continuous transformations of Gaussian measures are investigated (see
[16, 4143]).
Let X be a locally convex space equipped with a centered Radon
Gaussian measure #. Such a space will be called below ‘‘a Gaussian space.’’
Denote by H :=H(#) the CameronMartin space of X associated with #
and by X #* the closure of X* in L2(#) (which is known to coincide with the
space of all #-measurable linear functionals on X; see [9, 14]). We say that
two Gaussian spaces (X1 , #1) and (X2 , #2) are linearly isomorphic if there
is a #1-measurable linear mapping J: X1  X2 such that #1 b J&1=#2 and
J : H(#1)  H(#2) is an isometry of Hilbert spaces. In this case there is
an analogous map from X2 to X1 (see [9, Chapt. 3]). It is also known
that any two Gaussian spaces with infinite-dimensional CameronMartin
spaces are linearly isomorphic in this sense (see [9, Chapt. 3]). Recall that
each operator T # L(H) admits a unique (up to an equivalent modification)
extension to measurable linear (in the usual algebraic sense) mapping
T : X  X (see, e.g., [9, Chapt. 3]). Such an extension satisfies the condi-
tion T x # H a.e. if and only if T # HS(H).
For any orthonormal basis [en] in H we denote by ln the measur-
able linear functional associated with en and put Pn x=ni=1 li (x) e i , just
as in Definitions 4.1.
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Let A : X  X be a Borel (or just #-measurable) vector field on X. We
say that a flow of #-measurable transformations [Ut] of X solves the
equation
Ut(x)=x+|
t
0
A(Us(x)) ds, (6.1)
if there exists a Gaussian space (Y, &) linearly isomorphic to (X, #) by
means of an isomorphism J and a linear subspace 4/Y* dense with respect
to the weak-* topology such that, letting AY :=JAJ&1, U Yt :=JUtJ
&1, for
&-a.e. x one has
(l, U Yt (x)) =(l, x)+|
t
0
(l, AY (U Ys (x)))ds \l # 4, \t,
where the integral on the right-hand side is to be understood in the
Lebesgue sense and ( } , } ) is the duality pairing between Y* and Y.
Proposition 6.1. Let L # L(H) be such that L+L* # HS(H). Let
Tt :=exp(tL). Then the flow [T t] is a solution to (6.1) with A=L such that
# is quasi-invariant under this flow.
In particular, this assertion holds true if L is antisymmetric, that is, if
L*=&L.
Proof. According to Theorem 1.6 in [12], there exists a Hilbert space
E such that (a) H is embedded densely into E by a HilbertSchmidt map;
(b) the semigroup [Tt] extends to a strongly continuous semigroup [T Et ]
on E; and (c) the domain DE of generator of [T Et ] on E has full measure
with respect to the image of the standard cylindrical Gaussian measure on
H (this image, denoted by #0 , is a Radon Gaussian measure on E). Since
the Gaussian space (X, #) is linearly isomorphic to (E, #0), we may assume
from the very beginning that X=E and #=#0 . In this case, Eq. (6.1) is
trivially satisfied for all l # E* and all x # DE . Thus, it remains to check the
absolute continuity of the flow. According to a well-known result (see, e.g.,
[9, Chapt. 3]), this is equivalent to the statement that Tt T t*&I # HS(H).
The derivative of Tt T t*&I in t equals LTt T t*+TtL*T t*=Tt(L+L*) T t* ,
whence TtT t*&I= t0 Ts(L+L*) T s* ds, which is a HilbertSchmidt
operator, since the HilbertSchmidt norm of Ts(L+L*) T s* is majorized
by &L+L*&HS exp(2s&L&L(H)). K
In [35] Peters investigated the following situation. Let (X, H, +) be an
abstract Wiener space. Then the Sobolev classes W p, r(H, +, H) are defined
in [35] by means of the operator norms on the gradients (if H in our setup
is the CameronMartin space of +, then W p, r(H, +, H)=Gp, r(H, +, H)).
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Let [Qt]t # R be a strongly continuous group of bounded operators on X such
that Qt |H are orthogonal operators. Assuming that A # p>1 W p, 2(H, +, H)
for which &A&H , &{H A&L(H) , and |$+ A| are exponentially integrable, it was
proved in [35] that there is an absolutely continuous flow [Ut] solving
(+-a.e.) the equation
Ut(x)=Qt(x)+|
t
0
Qt&s A(Us(x)) ds.
If [Qt] has generator L defined +-a.e., then this equation corresponds to
the ordinary differential equation x$(t)=A(x(t))+Lx(t), x(0)=x. In [36]
he reproved this result under much weaker assumptions (Qt are not sup-
posed to be continuous on X, only the one-fold differentiability of A was
required and the exponential integrability of A was dropped). Independ-
ently, Peters’ result from [35] was extended in our preliminary version
[10]. We present here the formulation from [10] which is slightly more
general. Recall that every orthogonal operator Q on H admits a (unique up
to equivalence) measurable linear extension Q to X which preserves the
measure +. This extension is given by the formula Q (x)=n=1 ln(x) Qen ,
where [en] is an orthonormal basis in H, [ln] is the corresponding
measurable linear functionals, and the series converges in X for +-almost
all x.
Theorem 6.2. Let + be a centered Radon Gaussian measure on a locally
convex space X, H its CameronMartin space, and [Qt]t # R a strongly con-
tinuous group of orthogonal operators on H. Assume that A # G:, 1(H, +, H),
where :>1, is such that exp(&{H A&L(H)) # p>1 L p(+) and that $+A exists
and exp(c |$+A| ) # L1(+) for some c>0. Then there is a T>0 and a measurable
family of transformations [Ut]t # R such that +-a.e.
(i) Ut(x)=Q t(x)+ t0 Qt&sA(Us(x)) ds, where for Q t we choose the
version given by the formula given above;
(ii) Ut b Us=Ut+s for all t, s # R;
(iii) For all t # [&T, T] one has + b U &1t =rt +, where
rt(x)=exp {&|
t
0
$+A(U&s(x)) ds= ,
and sup&TtT &rt&L p(+)C( p, T ) for some p= pc>1.
Proof. The proof uses the same method as above and Theorem 1.6 from
[12] (already cited), which implies that there exist a separable Hilbert
space E with a centered Gaussian measure # whose CameronMartin space
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H0 is dense and a measurable linear isomorphism J : X  E such that + b J&1
=#, J: H  H0 is a unitary isomorphism, and the strongly continuous
group [QEt =JQtJ
&1] on H0 can be extended to a strongly continuous
semigroup [Q Et ] on E whose generator’s domain has full #-measure. Since
our claim is invariant under linear isomorphisms, we can deal with E
instead of X. Taking as before the finite-dimensional fields An=Pn EnA, we
can solve the equations
W nt (x)=x+|
t
0
Q E&s An(Q
E
s W
n
s(x)) ds.
Indeed, each of these nonautonomous equations is equivalent to a system
which satisfies our standard assumptions (due to the conditions on the
extended semigroup). Then the family U nt (x)=Q
E
t W
n
t (x) gives a flow
solving the desired equation with A replaced by An . Now in the same way
as above one can show that the flows [U nt ] converge (a.e.) to a flow [Ut]
with the announced properties. To this end, note that ’nt ={HW
n
t satisfies
the equation
’nt =I+|
t
0
Q E&s{An(Q
E
s W
n
s(x)) Q s ’
n
s ds.
Thus, the same proofs as in Lemmas 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15 go through. K
The last equation to be considered in this section is given by vector fields
of the form
A(x)=L (x) x, (6.2)
where x [ L(x) is a map with values in the space of antisymmetric
operators on H. Fields of this kind on the Wiener space C([0, 1], Rd )
appear in [22, 23, 27] in the form A(w)(t)=t0 C(w(s)) dw(s), where C( } )
is a map with values in antisymmetric operators on Rd. In this case, L(w)
acts on H=W 2, 10 ([0, 1], R
d) by the formula
L(w) h(t)=|
t
0
C(w(s)) h$(s) ds,
hence it is antisymmetric provided H is equipped with its natural inner
product (h, k)H=(h$, k$) L2([0, 1], Rd ) .
It would be reasonable to look for a solution of the form
Ut(x)=V t(x) x, (6.3)
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where Vt(x) are orthogonal operators on H obtained from the equation
d
dt
Vt(x)=L(V t(x) x) Vt(x), V0(x)=I. (6.4)
Individual transformations (i.e., transformations not embedded in flows) of
the type x [ V (x) x, where V(x) are unitary operators on H, have been
investigated in [42, 43]. The main problem which arises in [42, 43] is that
(unlike the case where V is a constant unitary operator which can be
extended to a measurable linear map preserving the measure) one has to
‘‘extend’’ all the operators V(x) simultaneously in order to get a well-defined
map V (x) x preserving the measure. For this, one needs some extra condi-
tions, which seem to be difficult to verify in our situation (where Vt(x) are
not given in advance).
Consider thus a mapping x # X [ L(x) # L(H) such that L(x) is antisym-
metric for all x, and to simplify technical details assume that L : X  L(X)
is uniformly bounded and uniformly Lipschitz.
Proposition 6.3. If for some orthonormal basis [en] in H the limit
(div L(x), x)H :=& lim
n   \ :
n
i=1
ei L(x) ei , Pn x+H (6.5)
exists in L1(#), then the field A(x)=L (x) x generates a flow [Ut]. More-
over, if exp |(div L(x), x)H | # L1(#), then # is quasi-invariant along [Ut]
and, formally denoting $#A=(div L(x), x)H , the RadonNikodym density rt
is given by the same expression as in our main theorem, namely (4.10).
In particular, if (div L(x), x)H=0 then # is invariant under the flow Ut .
Proof. Clearly, A is locally Lipschitzian on X and &A(x)&XC &x&X ,
hence Eq. (6.1) is uniquely solvable in the usual sense. Moreover, Eq. (6.4)
is uniquely solvable, hence the solution [Ut(x)] of the initial equation can
be written as (6.3). Note that this solution is locally Lipschitzian. Hence,
for the quasi-invariance of # under Ut it suffices to check that for every
bounded Lipschitz function f on X one has
| ( f $(x), A(x))#(dx)=&| f (x)(div L(x), x)H #(dx), (6.6)
where f $ stands for the Ga^teaux derivative of f (which is known to exist
#-a.e.; see [9, Theorem 5.11.1, or 13]). Indeed, one has by the semigroup
property Ut+{=Ut b U{ that (ddt)( f b Ut)=( ( f b Ut)$, A).
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Assume first that f is a bounded Lipschitz function of l1 , ..., ln and mn.
In this case f # W2, 1(H, +) and f $(x) can be identified with {Hm f (x).
Defining thus
Am(x)=L(x) Pm(x)
it follows from (3.5) and the remark following it that
| ( f $(x), Am(x)) #(dx)=| ({Hf (x), Pm Am(x))H #(dx)
=&| f (x) $#(PmAm)(x) #(dx). (6.7)
Inserting the equality ;(x)=&x (Example (ii) in Section 3.1) in (3.6)
(or (3.7)) we obtain
$#(Pm Am)(x)=trace {HPmAm(x)&(Am(x), Pmx)H
= :
m
i=1
ei (L(x) Pmx, ei)H&(L(x) Pm x, Pmx)H
=& :
m
i=1
ei (Pm(x), L(x) ei)H
=& :
m
i=1
(ei , L(x) ei)H& :
m
i=1
(Pmx, ei L(x) ei)H
=& :
m
i=1
(Pmx, ei L(x) ei)H (6.8)
(note that by antisymmetry (Lh, h)=0 \h # H). The combination of (6.7)
and (6.8) yields
| ( f $(x), Am(x))#(dx)=| f (x) \ :
m
i=1
(Pm x, ei L(x) ei)H+ #(dx). (6.9)
Letting m  , (6.9) converges to (6.6). Indeed, the left-hand side converges
since
&Am&A&L1 (#, X)(sup
x # X
&L(x)&) &x&Pmx&L1(#, X )  0 as m  ,
while the convergence of the right-hand side follows from that of (div L(x), x)H
in (6.5).
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Finally, let f be an arbitrary bounded Lipschitz function and recall from
Definitions 4.1 the sigma-algebra Fn generated by l1 , ..., ln . It is straight-
forward to check that fn :=E( f | Fn) is also bounded and Lipschitzian with
the same constantactually f $n=E( f $ | Fn) #-a.s.,and thus (6.6) holds,
replacing f by fn . When n   one obtains (6.6) by applying the martingale
and dominated convergence theorems, noting that &A&X obviously belongs
to L1(#). K
Remark 6.4. Combining Proposition 6.3 with the methods above one
gets an analogous assertion for fields of the form A(x)=C(x) x+A0(x),
where A0 takes values in H. It is also possible, but technically more
involved, to extend results of this kind to the case where the operators C(x)
are not assumed to be continuous on X.
7. ADDITIONAL REMARKS
Even if $+ A=0 one cannot guarantee the existence of the flow without
extra integrability conditions on A or {A. Consider the following example
from [17].
Example 7.1. Let + be the standard Gaussian measure on R2 and let
A be the field on R2 defined by
A: x=(x1 , x2) [ \x21 , (2x1&x31) ex22 2 |

x2
e&s 2 2 ds+ .
Then A # C and &A&, &{A& # L1&=(+) for each = # (0, 1). In addition,
$+ A(x)=div A(x)&(A(x), x)=0,
since in this case ;(x)=&x. However, for every starting point x the corre-
sponding solution is explosive.
Let us give some examples where conditions (A3) or (A3$) are fulfilled.
Example 7.2. (i) Let X=>n En , where En=Rdn are equipped with
probability measures +n possessing densities .n # W1, 1(En). Let +=}n +n
and
H={(hn) # X : :

n=1
&hn.n&
2
L2(En )
<= .
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Assume that (4.1), (4.2), and (4.4) are satisfied. Then conditions (A1), (A2),
and (A3$) are fulfilled. In particular, this example covers the Gaussian case
(with H equal to the CameronMartin space).
(ii) Let X be a Hilbert space. Assume that A(x)= jH b B(x), where
B : X  X* is Ga^teaux differentiable with
exp &DX B&, exp[&B(x)&X* &;(x)&X] # L p(+) \p1.
Then condition (A3) is fulfilled.
Remark 7.3. It is worth mentioning that if & is a measure equivalent to
+ with &= g+, then
d(& b U &1t )
d&
(x)=rt(x)
g(U&t(x))
g(x)
.
Remark 7.4. As has been shown above, the mapping Ut(x) on R1_X
solves the so-called transport equation
Ut(x)
t
={HUt(x)(A(x)),
which played a crucial role in [26] in the finite-dimensional case. In
particular, for every  # S(X) the function u(t, x)=(Ut(x)) solves the
Cauchy problem (ut)=({H u, A)H , u(0, x)=(x). In our approach the
transport equation has been involved implicitly in the proof of uniqueness.
In some more special situations (e.g., in the Gaussian case) u(t, x) can be
shown to be the limit of the solutions of the parabolic equations
u=(t, x)
t
=
1
2
=22H u=(t, x)+({H u=(t, x), A(x))H , 2Hu=trace {2Hu,
as =  0 (this is related to viscosity solutions). Such a parabolic equation
corresponds to the transition probabilities of the diffusion !=t governed by
the stochastic differential equation
d!=t==dWt+A(!
=
t) dt, !
=
0=x,
where Wt is the Wiener process in X generated by H (see, e.g., [8]).
It should be noted, however, that in our non-Gaussian case, the condi-
tions above do not guarantee in general the solvability of that stochastic
equation.
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Remark 7.5. Let A : X  H be a Borel mapping with supx &A(x)&H
<. Assume that A is continuous along H. Then the integral equation
x(t)=x+|
t
0
A(x(s)) ds
is solvable for every x on every segment J=[&M, M].
Indeed, let K be the set of all continuous functions ,: J  X such that
,(t)=x+v(t) where v takes values in the centered closed ball U of radius
M supx &A(x)&H in H. We endow K with the topology of uniform con-
vergence (one can check that K is metrizable for this topology). Clearly,
K is a convex and complete subset of the locally convex space of all
continuous functions on J with values in X equipped with the topology of
uniform convergence. The map
F(,)(t)=x+|
t
0
A(,(s)) ds
is continuous by virtue of the continuity of A along H. One can check
that F(K)/K and that F(K) is relatively compact in K. Therefore, by
Tychonoff’s fixed point theorem, there is a function , # K such that F(,)=,.
Note that one cannot refer here to standard existence theorems for infinite-
dimensional ordinary differential equations (e.g., [8]), since A need not be
continuous on X and, on the other hand, its image need not be compact
in H.
Note that this ‘‘solution’’ might not be a solution in our usual sense in
that it might be version-dependent and need be neither a flow nor quasi-
invariant.
Remark 7.6. (i) In a similar way one can investigate the non-
autonomous case where A may depend on t (so that the family of solutions
need not be a flow). Clearly, if the dependence on t is sufficiently regular,
this case can be reduced to an autonomous system which satisfies all the
conditions required above.
(ii) It is possible to show higher regularity of the flow provided A
has more stochastic derivatives. Due to the length of this paper, this ques-
tion will be considered separately.
(iii) The methods above apply also to equations on manifolds.
Related problems have been discussed in [22, 23, 27]. This will be the
subject of a separate paper.
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